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Abstract 
  Translesion synthesis (TLS) is a specialized type of DNA repair for bypassing 

DNA damage at the stalled replication fork. The TLS polymerases (mainly from the Y-

family of polymerases) are characterized by more open active sites in order to 

accommodate the lesions, and therefore are inherently more mutagenic than the 

replicative polymerases. Although essential for cell survival and in tolerating DNA 

damage, the access of the TLS polymerases to the replication fork must be tightly 

controlled. This regulation occurs in part through the ubiquitination state of the 

processivity factor PCNA. Highly conserved ubiquitin-binding domains, the ubiquitin-

binding zinc finger (UBZ) domain and the ubiquitin-binding motif (UBM), within the C-

termini of the Y-family polymerases provide for an increased affinity of the polymerases 

to monoubiquitinated PCNA after damage to promote TLS. In order to determine the 

molecular basis for ubiquitin recognition by the TLS polymerases, we solved the 

solution structures of the human pol η UBZ domain, the human pol ι UBM2 domain, 

and the human pol ι UBM2-ubiquitin complex.  

 The UBZ domain adopts a classical C2H2 zinc finger structure characterized by a 

ββα fold, similar to the DNA-binding zinc finger proteins. Nuclear magnetic resonance 

titration mapped the binding interfaces between UBZ and ubiquitin to the α-helix of the 

UBZ domain and the canonical hydrophobic surface of ubiquitin defined by residues L8, 

I44 and V70. Although the UBZ domain binds ubiquitin through a single α-helix, in a 

manner similar to the inverted ubiquitin-interacting motif, its structure is distinct from 

previously characterized ubiquitin-binding domains. The pol η UBZ domain represents 

a novel member of the C2H2 zinc finger family that interacts with ubiquitin to regulate 

translesion synthesis.  
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In contrast to the human UBZ domain, the yeast UBZ domain lacks one of the 

conserved cysteines necessary for zinc coordination, leading many to propose that it is a 

“zincless” zinc finger. We used biophysical methods to characterize the UBZ domains 

from human and yeast pol η and to highlight differences between their structures and 

modes of ubiquitin binding. Like the human UBZ domain, the yeast UBZ domain 

coordinates a zinc ion. In contrast to the human UBZ domain, the yeast UBZ domain 

binds to ubiquitin in a zinc-independent manner. Correspondingly, mutations in the 

zinc-coordinating residues of the yeast UBZ domain do not impair the polymerase’s 

response to DNA damage. 

We also investigated the structural elements and mechanism of ubiquitin 

recognition of the ubiquitin-binding motif (UBM) found in pol ι and Rev1. The solution 

structures of the C-terminal UBM of human pol ι and its complex with ubiquitin were 

solved. The UBM is a novel ubiquitin-binding domain that binds to the hydrophobic 

surface of ubiquitin centered at L8. Accordingly, mutation of L8A, but not I44A of 

ubiquitin abolishes UBM binding. Human pol ι contains two functional UBMs, both of 

which contribute to replication foci formation. In contrast, only the second UBM of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rev1 binds to ubiquitin and is essential for Rev1-dependent cell 

survival and mutagenesis. Point mutations impairing the UBM-ubiquitin interaction also 

disrupt foci formation of pol ι and the DNA damage response of Rev1 in vivo, showing 

the significant role for the UBM in regulating TLS. 

 The structures of the UBZ and UBM domains and their recognition of ubiquitin are 

different and distinct from other ubiquitin-binding domains. Their highly specific and 

unique associations with ubiquitin are critical for TLS regulation and further add to the 

diverse base of ubiquitin-binding domains and their role in mediating cellular functions.
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1. Introduction  
Protein-protein interactions are important to a wide variety of cellular processes, 

collectively forming an intricate network of communication and signaling within the 

cell.  There is information flowing constantly at various levels inside cells and between 

them, often mediated by cascades of protein-protein interactions during events such as 

gene transcription, translation, cell growth, differentiation, the immune response, and 

neurotransmission. In addition, proteins in eukaryotic cells are subjected to a host of 

post-translational modifications, which further expand the functional diversity of the 

proteome.  Proteins can be modified by small molecules, such as phosphate, methyl, or 

acetyl groups, or by other proteins, including ubiquitin. These modifications in addition 

to protein-protein interactions can alter the landscape, shape, dynamics, and chemical 

and physical properties of the involved proteins. 

1.1 Ubiquitination 
Post-translational modification by ubiquitin plays a significant role in many 

cellular processes such as transcription, translation, DNA repair, virus budding, protein 

relocalization, protein degradation by the 26S proteasome, and cell cycle progression in 

eukaryotes. Ubiquitin, which was discovered in 1975, is a small protein whose sequence 

is highly conserved among eukaryotic organisms (1); yeast and human ubiquitin only 

differ in three of the seventy-six residues. The three-dimensional structure of ubiquitin 

was first solved by X-ray crystallography in 1985 to reveal its composition of a mixed β-

sheet with five strands, an α-helix with 3.5 turns, and a short 310-helix (2, 3). Ubiquitin is 

a remarkably stable protein, and resistant to changes in pH and temperature. 

Characterized by a strong hydrophobic core and numerous hydrogen bonds, its compact 

structure contributes to its stability.  
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Figure 1: Ubiquitin structure and important residues 

The structure of ubiquitin is characterized by a strong hydrophobic core. 
A ubiquitin moiety covalently attaches to its substrate through its C-
terminal glycine residue. Polyubiquitin chains can form through any of 
the seven lysines (depicted in green). The L8, I44, and V70 (shown in 
blue) residues form the canonical hydrophobic face with which most 
ubiquitin-binding domains associate. This figure was made with PyMOL 
(4). 
 
 

Ubiquitin is conjugated to target proteins by the concerted actions of ubiquitin-

activating (E1), ubiquitin-conjugating (E2) and ubiquitin-ligating (E3) enzymes (5-7). The 

canonical conjugation reaction occurs between the C-terminal glycine of ubiquitin and 

the ε-amino group of the lysine side chain or the extreme amino terminus of the target 

protein (7). Additionally, ubiquitin itself can be further conjugated by E2s and/or E3s to 

generate polyubiquitinated proteins through the C-terminal of ubiquitin and the ε-

amino group of one of its seven conserved lysine residues (K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48, 

and K63), which are highlighted in Figure 1. Therefore, there are seven homotypic 

chains and numerous heterotypic linkages, and the type and length of chain have been 
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implicated in different pathways (8, 9). For example, a K48 polyubiquitin linkage targets 

a substrate protein to degradation by the 26S proteasome machinery, K63 

polyubiquitination is associated with DNA repair and the NF-κB pathway, and 

monoubiquitination plays important roles in signaling pathways involving membrane 

protein trafficking and endocytosis (10, 11). The formation of linear ubiquitin chains 

(head to tail) by LUBAC (linear chain ubiquitin chain assembly complex) was recently 

discovered and is essential for the TNF-α-stimulated NF-κB pathway (12-14). Linkages 

of K63- and linearly linked diubiquitin both have similar extended conformations, with 

little or no contact between the ubiquitin molecules (15), whereas K48 chains allow for 

the ubiquitin moieties to pack against each other (16). The formation of these various 

ubiquitin chains expands the versatility of ubiquitin as a signal. Similar to other 

reversible modifications, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation, the 

ubiquitination process can be readily reversed via the actions of deubiquitinating 

enzymes (DUBs), rendering it a truly flexible signaling tag to regulate many different 

cellular events.  

Although ubiquitin was the first protein-based post-translation modification 

described, there at least ten ubiquitin-like proteins (UBLs) that transmit similar signals 

as ubiquitin (17). The well-characterized SUMO (small ubiquitin-related modifier) and 

the other UBLs have the same three-dimensional core structure as ubiquitin; distinct but 

similar enzymes catalyze the attachment of these UBLs to target proteins (18). Whereas 

ubiquitin modifies a large number of substrates (more than 1,000 in yeast (19)), the UBLs 

have a more limited range of targets. In addition, numerous proteins contain ubiquitin-

like domains (ULD) within them, which are not processed or attached to other proteins, 
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but allow for the protein to have a ubiquitin-like moiety incorporated within it.  Some of 

the ULDs are cleaved under specific conditions, leading to various signaling pathways. 

The conjugation of ubiquitin or ubiquitin-like proteins often serves to promote a 

transient and reversible interaction of the target protein with another protein. The large 

variety of ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like modifications and expanse of cellular processes 

implicated require numerous and highly specific binding partners (ubiquitin receptors) 

to mediate the ubiquitin signal. The different ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like tags are 

specifically recognized by distinct ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs) to transmit the 

proper signals (20-22). In addition to the ubiquitin receptors found in the proteasome, 

there have been around twenty other ubiquitin-binding domains discovered to date (23). 

The UBDs achieve substrate specificity with synergetic binding affinities via multiple 

interactions, by recognizing particular chain linkages, and through subsequent 

conformational changes induced by the interaction of the UBD with its ubiquitinated 

target; these effectively allow for the cellular relevant affinity, timeliness, and selectivity 

of the interactions. 

1.2 Ubiquitin-Binding Domains 
With the vast array of possible binding partners for ubiquitin, the specificity of 

the ubiquitin-UBD interaction is crucial to effective signalling. Structures of ubiquitin 

bound to different UBDs indicate that ubiquitin adopts only slightly different 

conformations with its various binding partners. An extensive set of residual dipolar 

couplings (RDCs) measured by NMR was used to analyze the dynamic behavior of 

ubiquitin on the picosecond to microsecond time scale in solution (24, 25). The bound 

ubiquitin structures correspond to an ensemble of structures sampled by free ubiquitin, 

suggesting that ubiquitin exhibits some structural heterogeneity within the complexed 
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conformations, contributing strongly to the adaptive interface of ubiquitin in 

recognizing different UBDs. 

Of the UBDs identified to date, all are relatively small domains (15-150 amino 

acids) that form diverse interactions with ubiquitinated substrates and other members of 

the ubiquitin system, such as ubiquitin ligases and deubiquitinating enzymes. The 

number of UBDs continues to grow, and at least twenty different families have been 

classified to date (Table 1).  Many of these UBDs have at least one member whose 

structure has been solved. The UBDs diverge both in their structure and recognition of 

ubiquitin. The majority of the existing UBD structures are of the free UBDs or the UBD 

in complex with a single ubiquitin moiety. The first structural information is just now 

becoming available on the recognition of ubiquitin chains by UBDs. Two very recent 

structures reveal a UBD recognizing linear diubiquitin (13) and a proteasomal UBD 

recognizing K48-linked ubiquitin (26).  

The sizes, topologies, and structures of these UBDs vary, but the majority of 

these domains interact with the hydrophobic patch of ubiquitin that includes residues 

L8, I44, and V70 (Figure 1), and is surrounded by the hydrophilic interactions of R42, 

K48, E49, H68, and R72 (27-29). Although most UBDs interact with the canonical 

hydrophobic patch, they interact with ubiquitin through a variety of structural folds and 

unique binding modules. Most commonly, they fold into α-helical structures, zinc 

fingers, a Ubc (ubiquitin conjugating) domain or plekstrin homology (PH) folds (Table 

1). 

The majority of UBDs binds ubiquitin through an α-helix. The UIM (ubiquitin-

interacting motif) and MUIM/IUIM (motif interacting with ubiquitin/inverted UIM) 

consist of a single α-helix that binds to the hydrophobic pocket of ubiquitin formed by 
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residues L8, I44, and V70 (30, 31). Notably, the double-sided UIM (DUIM) of Hrs 

(hepatocyte growth factor-regulated tyrosine kinase substrate) forms a short α-helix that 

binds two ubiquitin molecules with equal affinity. The crystal structure of the UIM in 

complex with two ubiquitin molecules shows that both ubiquitin moieties use the 

canonical hydrophobic surface, but interact with the UIM on opposite sides with a 

pseudo two-fold symmetry (32). By contrast, the UBA (ubiquitin-associated domain), 

CUE (coupling of ubiquitin conjugation to endoplasmic reticulum degradation domain) 

and GAT (Gga and Tom1) domains are all three-helix bundles in which two helices 

contact the hydrophobic face of ubiquitin (33-35). The UBAN (ubiquitin binding in ABIN 

and NEMO proteins) domain of NEMO is a parallel coiled-coil dimer that binds to two 

linear ubiquitin chains (12, 13). Ubiquitin binding of the UBAN domain occurs to the 

canonical I44 surface of one ubiquitin moiety and with a surface adjacent to I44 on the 

second ubiquitin moiety. This structure highlights the fact that differences in the linker 

regions in polyubiquitin chains necessitate very specific interactions with UBDs. 

Several of the UBDs with known structures are zinc fingers.  The PAZ 

(polyubiquitin-associated zinc finger) or ZnF-UBP domain of IsoT and the BUZ domain 

of Ubp-M consist of five β-strands and two α-helices that form a deep pocket to 

accommodate the C-terminal tail of ubiquitin (36, 37).  By contrast, the NZF (Npl4 zinc 

finger) consists of four strands that form a central set of “knuckles” by the coordination 

of four cysteine ligands to a central zinc ion.  The NZF contacts ubiquitin between I44 

and V70 (38). The RUZ (Rabex-5 ubiquitin binding zinc finger) is an A20 zinc finger with 

four cysteine ligands chelating zinc.  This zinc finger binds uniquely around the E58 

residue of ubiquitin, whereas its C-terminal α-helical MIU/IUIM domain binds to the 

canonical I44 face (30, 31).  Very recently, the structure of the zinc finger (ZF) motif of 
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NEMO was solved; the ZF domain is a CCHC-type zinc finger with a ββα classical zinc 

finger fold (39).  

Several additional types of ubiquitin-interacting structures exist. For example, β-

sheets within UBDs can participate in ubiquitin recognition. For example, the E2 

ubiquitin-conjugating (Ubc) enzyme UbcH5c binds via its β-sheet with ubiquitin’s 

canonical hydrophobic surface (40). The GLUE (GRAM-like ubiquitin binding in EAP45) 

domain present in the EAP45 (ELL-associated protein of 45 kDa) subunit of the complex 

ESCRT (endosomal sorting complexes required for transport) folds into a split PH 

domain using amino acids from a β-strand, loop, and α-helix to associate with the 

hydrophobic surface of ubiquitin (41). The proteasomal receptor Rpn13 (Regulatory 

Particle, Non-ATPase-like 13) contains a Pru (PH receptor for ubiquitin) domain that 

adopts a PH domain structure and uses loops to bind to the β-strand surface of ubiquitin 

(42).  

In 2005, two independent groups identified two highly conserved UBDs located 

in the C-terminal part of all four of the human Y-family polymerases and required for 

translesion synthesis, a DNA tolerance pathway. The ubiquitin-binding zinc finger 

(UBZ) is found in polymerases η and κ, whereas the ubiquitin-binding motif (UBM) is 

located within polymerases ι and Rev1 (43, 44). Notably, the UBM in polymerases ι and 

Rev1 was discovered with a I44A ubiquitin mutant bait in a yeast two-hybrid screen 

(43).  

Swapping experiments have revealed that specific UBDs in the context of their 

full protein are associated with distinct functional roles. The UBZ domain of Werner 

helicase interacting protein 1 (Wrnip1), which is involved in the regulation of genome 

stability, was exchanged with the pol ι UBM1 domain. Although the isolated UBDs can 
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both bind ubiquitin, the swapping of the domains within the full-length proteins 

abolished replication foci formation of Wrnip1 (45). By contrast, when the UBZ domain 

of Rad18 was exchanged for the UBZ domain of Wrnip1, foci replication formation was 

still observed. These results suggest that different UBDs have specialized roles in the 

context of their full-length proteins and highlight the specificity of the UBDs for their 

ubiquitinated targets. 

1.3 DNA Repair and Ubiquitin 
Cellular DNA experiences up to 30,000 lesions a day, coming from both 

endogenous and exogenous sources (46). DNA strand breaks and lesions block the 

activity of the high-fidelity replicase at the replication fork during genome duplication, 

potentially affecting replication and transcription, causing mutations, and hindering 

gene expression. The replication of an accurate and complete genome is essential for cell 

survival, so multiple DNA repair mechanisms have evolved to respond to damage. The 

majority of DNA damage is removed by direct reversal, mismatch repair, or the 

nucleotide excision and base excision repair machineries, or is repaired by non-

homologous end joining, recombination, or single-strand annealing. However, there are 

situations in which the replicative polymerases are blocked by unrepaired damage, thus 

requiring additional mechanisms for temporarily tolerating or bypassing DNA damage 

until repair processes can remove the damage. Synthesis past DNA lesions uses 

specialized translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases that can accommodate the damage. 

Post-translational modifications on proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), the sliding 

processivity clamp encircling DNA, largely contribute to the switch in between the 

replicative and bypass polymerases and to the determination of which tolerance 

pathway is used. 
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1.3.1 Translesion Synthesis    

Translesion synthesis (TLS) is considered an error-prone tolerance pathway and 

occurs when organisms employ specialized DNA polymerases that can readily 

accommodate a variety of damaged DNA bases during replication, bypassing the DNA 

lesion and incorporating a nucleotide opposite the lesion. This process is frequently 

mutagenic, as the lesion is actually left within the template DNA, allowing for survival 

rather than protecting the accuracy of the genome (47). Most of the TLS polymerases 

belong to the recently classified Y-family of DNA polymerases (48). However, 

polymerases from other pathways, such as pol ζ (Rev3/Rev7), a B-family polymerase, 

also contribute to TLS (47). 

Phylogenetic analysis and biochemical data reveal five subfamilies within the Y-

family: Rev1, UmuC, DinB/pol κ, pol η, and pol ι (48). Over 300 members have been 

identified to date within this family (49). The E. coli genome encodes for two TLS 

polymerases, pol IV (DinB/pol κ) and pol V (UmuC), and the S. cerevisiae genome also 

encodes two (pol η and Rev1). Pol η, pol ι, pol κ, and Rev1 are the four human Y-family 

polymerases. Because of the multiple members of Y-family polymerases within an 

organism, there are substrate preferences and different efficiencies towards various 

lesions.  

The N-termini of the Y-family polymerases consist of a 350-450 residue 

conserved polymerase domain that has the classic “right-hand” DNA polymerase fold 

(50). The catalytic aspartate and gluatamate residues are located within the palm region, 

and function by coordinating magnesium ions that stabilize the incoming dNTP. The 

thumb and finger domains contact the primer and template DNA. In addition, the Y-

family polymerases contain a little finger domain (or polymerase-associated domain or 
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PAD) that makes extra contacts with the DNA (51). The thumb and finger domain are 

smaller in the Y-family polymerases, and together with the PAD domain, have been 

implicated in lesion specificity (52). Several crystal structures of Y-family polymerases 

have been solved with DNA, and each exhibits unusual interactions with the lesion and 

incoming nucleotide (53-56). 

A hallmark of the TLS polymerases is a more spacious active site compared to 

those of the replicative polymerases (51, 57). Unlike the replicases, whose finger domain 

undergoes the most significant conformational changes upon substrate binding to 

provide for open and closed conformations, the little finger and thumb domains 

experience the largest motions in Y-family polymerases (49). The smaller thumb and 

finger domains give rise to a solvent-exposed active site, which is not nearly as 

constrained as those in the replicases. In addition to making fewer contacts with the 

forming base pair (58), the Y-family polymerases lack the O helix of replicases that 

rotates upon binding of a dNTP to sterically check the base pair formation (47).  

Although such structural features enable replication over an assortment of DNA 

lesions, they result in inherently lower fidelity than replicative polymerases. 

Furthermore, Y-family polymerases lack the intrinsic 3’-5’ exonuclease domain that 

proofreads the newly replicated strand in many replicative polymerases (59). In 

addition, certain TLS polymerases, such as Rev1 and pol ι do not use canonical Watson-

Crick base pairing (50, 53). Consequently, TLS polymerases exhibit error rates in the 

range of one in every 10,000 bases (as compared to one in every 106-108 bases for 

replicative polymerases) (59, 60). Therefore, in order to achieve a balance between 

genetic instability and high-fidelity replication, the TLS polymerases must be tightly 

regulated and only deployed when necessary.  
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1.3.2 The Polymerase Switch 

 The replacement of stalled replicative polymerases with specialized TLS 

polymerases is referred to as the “polymerase switch” (61). Accumulating evidence 

suggests that the switch between the replicase and TLS polymerases is regulated by 

post-translational modifications of PCNA, a homotrimeric protein that forms a sliding 

clamp encircling DNA (62, 63). PCNA is a central part of the replication factory, not only 

contributing to the processivity of polymerases but also acting as a scaffold to recruit 

proteins involved in cell cycle control, DNA repair, and damage tolerance (64). Stalling 

of the replication machinery at the site of a DNA lesion or by depletion of the 

deoxyribonucleotide pool induces the monoubiquitination of PCNA at K164 (62). In 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae and human cells, monoubiquitination is catalyzed by the E2 

ubiquitin conjugating enzyme Rad6 and the E3 ubiquitin ligase Rad18, serving as the 

predominant signal for TLS (Figure 2) (62, 65-67). This post-translational modification 

can also be counteracted by the deubiquitinating enzyme, USP1, which is a crucial 

regulator of the ubiquitination state of PCNA (68).  Autocleavage at an internal 

ubiquitin-like domain in USP1 occurs after UV damage to cells, leading to the 

inactivation of the enzyme, and allowing for the accumulation of monoubiquitinated 

PCNA (68). Recently, gene knockdown of ELG1 (homolog of replication factor C, RFC) 

was shown to decrease levels of ubiquitinated PCNA; ELG1, which has unknown 

function, is induced in DNA damage recovery, and then binds to PCNA and USP1, 

thereby stabilizing USP1 and allowing for its enhanced deubiquitinating activity 

(personal communication, Kyungjae Myung, NIH).  
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Figure 2: Ubiquitination of PCNA in DNA damage tolerance 

(Top) After the replisome encounters a DNA lesion (orange), the Rad6-
Rad18 heterodimer catalyzes the monoubiquitination of PCNA, which 
allows for the accumulation of the TLS polymerases at the replication 
fork. (Bottom) By contrast, K63 polyubiquitination of PCNA by Rad5-
Mms2-Ubc13 leads to an error-free tolerance pathway. Adapted from 
(69).  

 

PCNA monoubiquitination can be extended to K63 polyubiquitination (Figure 2) 

by the Mms2-Ubc13-Rad5 complex, which signals for an error-free tolerance pathway 

(70). However, the mechanism of the switch from monoubiquitination to 

polyubiquitination of PCNA and the components and type of error-free pathway are 

unknown. Furthermore, in yeast, in the absence DNA damage, PCNA is typically 

sumolyated, which promotes normal S phase progression (71). Although sumoylation of 

PCNA at K164 and K127 has been described in S. cerevisiae, it has not been detected in 

higher eukaryotes (72).  
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The C-termini of the Y-family polymerases consist of a variety of domains that 

are implicated in their regulation, and mediate numerous protein-protein interactions, 

which are required for their function in vivo (Figure 3) (59). Most of the Y-family 

polymerases interact with PCNA (in eukaryotes and archaea) and the β-sliding clamp 

(E. coli) through their PCNA interacting peptides (PIP boxes). A canonical PIP box is 

composed of eight amino acids Qxxφxxaa, where Q is a glutamine, φ is a hydrophobic 

residue, and a is an aromatic amino acid. Pol η, pol ι, and pol κ have non-canonical PIP 

boxes, and the recently solved PIP/PCNA structures reveal unique and low-affinity 

interactions of the PIP boxes with PCNA (73). The pol η and pol ι PIP boxes (residues 

694-713) have binding affinities for PCNA of 0.40 µM, and the affinity of the pol κ PIP 

box is even weaker (73). By contrast, Rev1 does not appear to have a PIP box; instead, 

the N-termini of human and mouse Rev1 contain a BRCT (BRCA-1 C-terminal) domain 

preceding the catalytic domain, which may interact with PCNA (74).  

The discovery in 2005 of the highly conserved ubiquitin-binding domains (UBDs) 

within the C-termini of all four human Y-family polymerases was significant towards a 

better understanding of the regulation of TLS (43, 44). Two ubiquitin-binding zinc finger 

(UBZ) domains were identified in pol κ and one UBZ domain in pol η. Two ubiquitin-

binding motif (UBM) regions are found in both Rev1 and pol ι. The monoubiquitination 

of PCNA after DNA damage physically targets the polymerases via their UBDs to the 

replication fork and orchestrates the switch between the replicative and TLS 

polymerases. 
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of human Y-family polymerases 

Schematic diagram of the human Y-family polymerase domains. The 
polymerase domain is shown in black (composed of palm, finger, thumb, 
and little finger regions). The protein-protein interaction-mediating 
domains are in various colors, as indicated. 

 
 
Monoubiquitination of PCNA, compared to its unmodified form, enhances the 

basal interaction between PCNA and the Y-family polymerases and increases the 

residence time of the TLS polymerases in replication foci (43, 63, 66, 75, 76). These low-

affinity UBZ/UBM interactions with ubiquitin in conjunction with the weak binding of 

the polymerase PIP boxes for PCNA allow for a more specific interaction of the TLS 

polymerases with the replication fork after DNA damage. The specific requirement of 

the ubiquitin-binding domains of the TLS polymerases for cell survival after DNA 

damage and for damage-induced enhancement of the residence time of the TLS 

polymerases in the replication foci in vivo suggests that the interactions between the 

UBM and UBZ domains of the Y-family polymerases and monoubiquitinated PCNA are 

essential for translesion synthesis. The reversibility of the ubiquitination state further 
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supports that this modification is the major mechanism for mediating the switch in 

between replicases and TLS polymerases.  

Mammalian pol η, pol ι, pol κ, and Rev1 have all been found to be ubiquitinated 

in vivo, modifications that depend on the presence of their intact UBDs and are Rad6- 

and Rad18-independent (43, 77). The ubiquitination of these polymerases does not 

require an E3 enzyme, suggesting that the UBDs within the polymerases function as 

their own autoubiquitinating E3 ligases (43, 77, 78). This is not unusual, as the 

ubiquitination of UBD-containing proteins, in a UBD-dependent manner, has been 

previously observed (22, 79). 

1.4 Ubiquitin-Binding Domain Structural Determination 
The concentration of ubiquitin has been estimated to be around 10 µM within 

mammalian cells (80).  However, this number is not static and can fluctuate due to 

different stimuli.  The UBD-ubiquitin interactions are characterized by weak or 

moderate binding affinities, which prevent promiscuous binding to free ubiquitin (81). 

Therefore, ubiquitinated substrates and proteins containing UBDs are often found 

within larger protein complexes that generate an effective higher local concentration of 

ubiquitin that promotes the UBD-ubiquitin interaction.  The weak-to-moderate binding 

affinity of UBD-ubiquitin complexes makes their structure determination challenging, 

either by crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). It is especially difficult 

to crystallize weak protein complexes, and investigating weak protein interactions by 

NMR can also be complicated due to exchange broadening within the interfacial region.  

However, NMR can be a sensitive tool for the characterization of these weak interactions 

in greater detail at the atomic level and at near physiological conditions through the 

employment of various strategies, such as intermolecular NOEs, selective labeling, spin 
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labeling, amide-proton exchange, chemical shift perturbation, residual dipolar couplings 

(RDCs), and dynamics measurements (82).  

Because ubiquitination is implicated in a host of cellular processes, the structural 

mechanism for ubiquitin recognition is crucial for understanding the specificity of these 

interactions. As the Y-family polymerases all contain highly conserved and recently 

identified UBDs, the goal of this dissertation was to investigate the structural 

mechanism for the association of the ubiquitin-binding domains within the Y-family 

polymerases with ubiquitin, to compare how these architectures are similar and 

different to each other and previously characterized UBDs, and to assess the biological 

implications of these interactions.  

The structures of the different ubiquitin-binding domains (UBZ and UBM) in the 

Y-family polymerases were solved with NMR spectroscopy and their interactions with 

ubiquitin were investigated through a variety of biophysical techniques.  In Chapter 2, 

the solution structure of the UBZ domain of the human Y-family polymerase η is 

presented. Its structure is a novel ubiquitin-binding domain, with a similar architecture 

to the nucleotide-binding classical zinc fingers, and a model of its interaction with 

ubiquitin is proposed. In Chapter 3, similarities and differences of the UBZ domains 

from Homo Sapiens and Saccharomyces Cerevisiae are presented. The role of zinc in 

maintaining the fold of the UBZ domains and in binding to ubiquitin is discussed. In 

Chapter 4, structures of the free ubiquitin-binding motif (UBM) of human Y-family 

polymerase ι and its complex with ubiquitin are presented and highlight the specificity 

of UBD-ubiquitin interactions.  Mutations that disrupt the UBM-ubiquitin interaction 

within pol ι and Rev 1 impair replication foci accumulation and the DNA damage 

response, respectively. Altogether, this work provides insight into the molecular 
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mechanisms of ubiquitin recognition by the Y-family polymerases in DNA repair and 

adds to the existing base of ubiquitin-binding domains. 
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Table 1: Ubiquitin-binding domain classification 

Structure Domain 
Name 

Representative 
Proteins 

Function  References 

UIM S5a, Vps27, Epsins, 
Rap80 

Proteasome 
degradation, 
endocytosis, 
transport/signaling, 
DNA repair 

(33, 83-85) 

MIU Rabex-5 Endocytosis (30, 31) 
DUIM Hrs Transport/Signaling (32) 
UBA Rad23/hHR23A, 

Nbr1, Ede1, p62 
Proteasome targeting, 
kinase regulation, 
autophagy, 
endocytosis 

(86-88) 

UBAN NEMO, ABIN1-3 NF-κB signaling, 
linear ubiquitination 

(12, 13) 

UBM Pol ι, Rev 1, XPG DNA damage (86-88) 
GAT GGA3 Transport/Signaling  (89) 
CUE Vps9, TAB2, TAB3 Endocytosis, protein 

transport; cell cycle 
(34, 90) 

α-Helix 

VHS STAM, GGA3 Transport/Signaling (91) 
UBZ Pol η; Pol κ, 

NEMO, Rad18  
DNA damage,                            
NF-κB signaling    

(39, 43, 92) 

NZF Npl4, Vps36, TAB2, 
TAB3 

ER degradation, 
signaling 

(38) 

BUZ/ZnF-
UBP/PAZ 

IsoT, HDAC6, Ubp-
M 

Polyubiquitin chain 
disassembly, 
aggresome/autophag
y 

(36, 37) 

Zinc 
Finger 

RUZ  Rabex-5 Endocytosis (30) 
PRU Rpn13 Proteasome function (42) PH 

Domain GLUE Eap45 Protein sorting (41, 93) 
UEV Uev1/Mms2 DNA repair, 

transport  
(94, 95) Ubc-like 

Ubc UbcH5C Ubiquitination (40) 
SH3 Sla1/CIN85 Endocytosis (96) Other 
PFU Doa1/Ufd3 ER degradation (97) 
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2. Human Polymerase η  Ubiquitin-Binding Zinc Finger 
Domain 

2.1 Background 
Polymerase η is broadly conserved among eukaryotes and tolerates a variety of 

DNA lesions (98), but is particularly important for its ability to accurately and efficiently 

bypass UV radiation-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs), one of the major 

lesions resulting from UV radiation (99-101). Pol η is hypothesized as being structurally 

similar to E. coli pol V (102). The functional importance of TLS with pol η is highlighted 

by the association of mutant pol η with the variant form of xeroderma pigmentosum 

(XP-V), a genetic disorder characterized by UV hypermutability of the cells and 

increased susceptibility to skin cancer (103).  

Separate from the catalytic domain, most pol η homologs include an additional 

100 to 200 amino acids near their C-termini.  The C-terminal region of pol η is not 

required for pol η’s catalytic activity, as a truncated form of pol η is capable of TLS in 

vitro (104).  Instead, the C-terminus contains domains for mediating protein-protein 

interactions necessary for pol η’s accumulation into nuclear foci in response to DNA 

damage (105).  Among pol η’s interaction partners are PCNA (105) and Rad18 (66, 106, 

107). The interaction of pol η has been documented with pol ι (108) and Rev1 (109, 110), 

but the functions of these associations have not been fully elucidated. In addition to a 

PIP box (which interacts directly with PCNA) and a nuclear localization sequence (NLS), 

the C-terminal region of pol η is also the site of a Rev1-interaction motif (73), which is 

needed for UV-induced Rev1 localization in human cells (110). Furthermore, there is the 

recently discovered ubiquitin-binding zinc finger (UBZ) domain, which is highly 

conserved in the C-termini of pol η from various species (Figure 4) (63, 66). 
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Figure 4: Domain structure of human pol η  and UBZ domain sequence 
alignment from various organisms 

(Top) The catalytic domain is shown in pale green, the ubiquitin-binding 
zinc finger (UBZ) in orange, and the PCNA-interacting peptide (PIP box) 
in blue. (Bottom) Sequence alignment of UBZ domains of pol η from 
different species, with zinc ligands colored in blue, conserved 
hydrophobic residues in yellow, acidic residues in red, an absolutely 
conserved alanine residue in purple, and a highly conserved glutamine in 
grey. The invariant aspartic acid (D652) and alanine (A656) are indicated 
with blue dots. Secondary structures and residue numbers of the human 
pol η UBZ domain are denoted above the sequences. Abbreviations, 
boundaries and accession numbers for the pol η UBZ domains are: Homo 
sapiens (Hs): residues 628-662, NP_006493; Mus musculus (Mm): residues 
609-643, NP_109640; Rattus norvegicus (Rn): residues 605-639, XP_236934; 
Xenopus laevis (Xl): residues 596-630, AAX35543; Drosophila melanogaster 
(Dm): residues 798-832, BAB20905; Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp): 
residues 533-566, BAA95122. 

 

Pol η is highly mobile in nuclei, including when in replication foci (75). During S 

phase, pol η probes the exposed DNA for a suitable substrate. It was widely assumed 

that the ubiquitination of PCNA is required for the localization of the polymerase within 

the replication foci after DNA damage. However, ubiquitination of PCNA is not 

necessarily required, but the residence time of the polymerase in replication foci is 
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increased by binding to the DNA and PCNA, and is further enhanced by 

monoubiquitinated PCNA (75).  

Separate from the catalytic domain and PIP regions, the UBZ domain allows for 

the polymerase to bind with a much higher affinity to monoubiquitinated PCNA (63, 66, 

76). Mutations within this region do not alter the catalytic activity of the polymerase or 

its ability to bind to PCNA.  However, they do prevent pol η from binding to 

monoubiquitinated PCNA and impair pol η’s ability to form UV-induced replication 

foci and to rescue the UV sensitivity of XP-V (pol η-deficient) cells (43, 44).  For example, 

mutation of H654A disrupts the binding of the UBZ domain to ubiquitin and 

monoubiquitinated PCNA; this mutant form of pol η also shows a reduced ability to 

accumulate in damage-induced replication foci (44).  Similarly, the mutation of another 

zinc ligand, C638A, significantly reduces the ability of the polymerase to restore 

resistance to UV damage in XP-V cells (43).  Pol η harboring a D652A mutation abolishes 

the formation of replication foci upon UV irradiation and prevents the interaction of the 

polymerase with monoubiquitin (43).  These conserved residues within the UBZ domain 

are highlighted in Figure 4. 

In order to understand the molecular basis for ubiquitination-mediated 

recruitment of pol η, the solution structure of the UBZ domain of human DNA pol η 

was determined. The binding between the pol η UBZ domain and ubiquitin was probed 

by NMR titration, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and site-directed spin labeling. 

Based on these data, a model is proposed for the pol η UBZ domain-ubiquitin 

interaction. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Molecular Cloning  

The DNA sequence corresponding to the UBZ domain of human DNA Y-

polymerase η (residues 628-662) was synthesized. PCR-amplified DNA was digested 

and ligated into the pET15b vector (EMD Biosciences, Inc., Madison, WI) between the 

NdeI and BamHI restriction sites to produce an N-terminal His6-fused UBZ domain 

construct. The DNA sequence of human ubiquitin was PCR-amplified from a human 

cDNA library and cloned into the pET15b vector. Single-point mutants of the pol η UBZ 

domain (D642A, A656F, Q660A) and ubiquitin (L8A, I44A, V70A) were prepared using 

the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). 

A modified pol η UBZ domain construct was made to introduce a C-terminal 

free cysteine (as SSC) for the site-directed spin-labeling experiment using the wild-type 

UBZ domain construct as the template. The PCR-amplified DNA fragment was cloned 

into the pET15b vector between NdeI and BamHI restriction sites. 

The presence of the correct inserts of these constructs was confirmed by DNA 

sequencing. 

2.2.2 Protein Purification  

The UBZ domain of pol η was overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) STAR 

cells (Invitrogen). Bacterial cells were induced at 20 ºC with 0.5 mM IPTG and 50 µM 

Zn2+ for 18 hours. Cells from a 1 L culture were collected by centrifugation and lysed by 

French press in 25 mL of lysis buffer (50 mM phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 1% β-

mercaptoethanol, pH=8). Cell lysates were cleared by centrifugation and loaded onto a 

Ni2+-NTA column (Qiagen). The UBZ protein was eluted with at least five column 

volumes of elution buffer (50 mM phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, 1% β-
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mercaptoethanol, pH=8). The elution fractions containing protein were concentrated 

with Amicon Ultra Filters (3000 Da cutoff, Millipore) and buffer exchanged into 25 mM 

phosphate, 100 mM KCl, 1% β-mercaptoethanol, pH=7 to remove the imidazole. Five 

units of thrombin (Haemotologic Technologies, Inc.) were added for digestion to remove 

the N-His6 tag. Thrombin was removed by loading the sample onto a 1-mL benzamidine 

column (GE Healthcare); the protein was collected in the flow through and washed with 

binding buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH=7.4, 1% β mercaptoethanol). The flow 

through was added to a 1-mL Ni2+-NTA column to remove the N-His6 tag and any 

residual uncleaved N-His6 tagged-UBZ domain. The untagged UBZ domain was 

collected in the flow through by rinsing with the binding buffer. The flow through and 

washes containing the resulting fragment, comprising the N-terminal GSHM sequence 

and residues 628-662 of pol η, was concentrated and further purified using size-

exclusion chromatography (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare) with a buffer containing 25 

mM phosphate, 100 mM KCl, 1% β mercaptoethanol, pH=7.  

Human ubiquitin, a modified pol η UBZ domain containing a free cysteine at the 

C-terminus, and various UBZ domain and ubiquitin point mutants were expressed and 

purified according to this same protocol. 

 2.2.3 Mass Spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry was performed on native and denatured states of the pol η 

UBZ domain using a quadruple time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Q-TOF 2) (Waters 

Corporation) equipped with a Z-spray source and run in the positive ion mode. The 

mass of the native state was determined by infusing the pol η UBZ domain, diluted in a 

buffer containing 25 mM NH4HCO3, pH 7.0, directly into the ionization source at a flow 

rate of 5 µL/min using a syringe pump. The denatured protein was prepared by diluting 
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the UBZ domain in a solution containing 50% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid. This 

denatured sample was infused at a flow rate of 30 µL/min using Waters CapLC. Data 

were processed using the MaxEnt1 algorithm in MassLynx 4.0 to yield the average mass 

of the proteins. This work was performed by Shawn Li’s lab at the University of Western 

Ontario. 

2.2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  

NMR experiments were conducted at 25 ºC using Varian INOVA 600 or 800 MHz 

spectrometers. Backbone resonances were assigned by standard 3D triple-resonance 

experiments, and side chain resonances were assigned using 3D HCCH-TOCSY and 2D 

homonuclear TOCSY and NOESY experiments (111, 112).  NMR data were processed by 

NMRPIPE (113) and analyzed with XEASY/CARA (114). Three-dimensional 15N- and 13C-

separated NOESY-HSQC experiments were used to generate distance constraints, 

calibrated using the CALIBRATION module in CYANA (115). Three-bond coupling 

constants (3JHN-Hα) were obtained from a two-dimensional HMQC experiment (116). 

Dihedral angles were derived from the combined input of TALOS analysis of chemical 

shift information, 3JHNHα couplings, and analysis of local NOE patterns (117, 118). Stereo-

specific assignment of valine and leucine methyl groups was obtained via a high-

resolution 1H-13C HSQC spectrum of a 10% 13C-labeled sample (119). Initial structures 

were generated with CYANA (115).  

Residual dipolar couplings (1DHN, 1DHαCα) were determined from the difference in 

couplings between an isotropic and a liquid crystalline Pf1 phage sample (~17 mg/mL) 

in 25 mM sodium phosphate, 400 mM KCl, 20% D2O (pH=7.0). A 2D 1H-15N IPAP 

experiment (120) and a modified, JHαCα-coupled (HACACO)NH experiment (121) were 

used to measure the 1DHN and 1DHαCα couplings, respectively.  These residual dipolar 
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couplings were used for structure refinement using XPLOR-NIH with a water-

refinement protocol (122-124). A zinc ion was included during the final stages of 

structural refinement.  

2.2.5 Site-Directed Spin Labeling  

Site-directed spin labeling was achieved by reacting the modified pol η UBZ 

domain containing a free C-terminal cysteine with a 5-fold molar excess of the spin-label 

reagent (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-D3-pyrroline-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate 

(MTSL) at room temperature for 4 hours (Toronto Research Chemicals). Excess reagent 

was removed by buffer exchange, and the presence of the spin label was verified by the 

shift of the corresponding protein band on SDS-PAGE gels. A series of 1H-15N HSQC 

spectra were obtained to monitor the disappearance of a subset of resonances of 15N-

labeled ubiquitin in the presence of increasing molar ratios of the unlabeled, MTSL-

coupled UBZ domain. A control spectrum was collected at the end of titration after 

addition of 5 mM dithiothreitol to remove the MTSL spin label. 

2.2.6 Chemical Shift Perturbation and Binding Affinity Measurements 
by NMR  

The Kd value for the pol η UBZ domain-ubiquitin complex was calculated based 

on NMR titration data. Unlabeled ubiquitin was titrated with increasing molar ratios 

into a 0.5 mM sample of the 15N-labeled pol η UBZ domain; a reciprocal titration was 

done with the unlabeled UBZ domain added to 15N-labeled ubiquitin. Normalized 

chemical shift changes (Δδ) were calculated as  for each molar ratio 

(M).  
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The dissociation constant (Kd) and value of maximum chemical shift perturbation 

(Δδmax) were extracted from perturbation data of six nonoverlapping residues, E649, 

D652, H654, F655, L659, and side chain of Q660 using the equation:  

  

 

 

2.2.7 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry  

Wild-type or mutant human ubiquitin (4.6 mM) was titrated into a solution of 

the pol η UBZ domain (0.31-0.51 mM) in a buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate, 

100 mM KCl, pH 7.0. Forty injections of 7 µL each were performed at 25 ºC using a VP-

ITC Microcalorimeter (MicroCal), and data were analyzed using the Origin software 

assuming one-site binding (Origin Lab). 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 UBZ Domain Structure Determination 

ESI-mass spectrometry was used to determine the zinc content within the human 

pol η UBZ domain (Figure 5). The mass of the native domain was determined to be 

4480.32 Da (4480.38 Da, expected). When the protein was denatured with 50% 

acetonitrile and 0.1% trifluroacectic acid, the molecular weight decreased to 4417.07 Da 

(4416.99 Da, expected). The difference of 63.25 Da in molecular mass corresponds to the 

expected value of one zinc ion after the subtraction of two protons (63.39 Da).  

As zinc was only supplied at the time of induction and the protein sample was 

extensively purified, any unbound zinc ions were removed prior to the mass 

spectrometry experiment. Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that the human  

pol η UBZ domain binds one zinc ion.  

 

Figure 5: The human pol η  UBZ domain contains one zinc ion 

Mass spectrometric analysis of the native and denatured UBZ domain 
confirms that a single zinc ion is present in the native structure. The 
molecular weight of the native UBZ domain was 4480.32 Da (4480.38 Da, 
expected), and the molecular weight decreased to 4417.07 Da (4416.99 Da, 
expected) in the denatured spectrum. The difference of 63.25 Da in 
molecular mass corresponds to the expected value of one zinc ion after 
the subtraction of two protons (63.39 Da). 
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The 15N-HSQC spectrum of the pol η UBZ domain is well dispersed (Figure 6). 

The chemical shifts of amino acids within proteins are sensitive to subtle differences in 

the environment, including temperature, pH, and binding partners. The binding of the 

two proteins leads to changes in the environment at the protein interfaces, and affecting 

the chemical shifts of the nuclei involved in this association. Therefore, NMR titration 

can be used to map protein interfaces, by titrating an unlabeled interaction partner into a 

labeled sample and recording the resulting chemical shift perturbations.  

  

 

Figure 6: The human pol η  UBZ domain binds ubiquitin  

An 1H-15N HSQC spectrum contains peaks that correlate the nitrogen 
atom of an NH group with the directly attached proton. Each signal 
represents a proton that is bound to a nitrogen atom. The HSQC 
experiment is also useful for detecting interactions, such as with other 
proteins. In this spectrum, peak perturbations identified by comparing 
the HSQC of the free UBZ domain (black) with the one collected in the 
presence of the binding partner ubiquitin (red) are indicative of a binding 
reaction.  
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The addition of unlabeled ubiquitin resulted in the chemical shift perturbation 

for a subset of resonances, indicating that the UBZ domain is a functional ubiquitin-

binding domain. The shifted peaks and the attenuation of several resonances suggested 

that the UBZ-ubiquitin interaction is within the fast-to-intermediate exchange regime, 

characteristic of most moderate-affinity interactions. 

Standard triple resonance and TOCSY experiments were used for the backbone 

and side chain assignment of the pol η UBZ domain, respectively. Three-dimensional 

15N- and 13C-separated NOESY-HSQC experiments were used to generate distance 

constraints, and residual dipolar couplings (1DHN, 1DHaCa) were measured for structural 

refinement.   

The solution structure of the pol η UBZ domain was determined with 767 NOE, 

74 dihedral angle, and 45 residual dipolar coupling constraints. Except for residues at 

both termini, the UBZ domain is well structured, with mean pair wise RMSD values of 

0.37 Å and 0.92 Å for the backbone and heavy atoms of residues 631-659, respectively. A 

final structural ensemble of 15 structures (PDB entry 2I5O) was generated with no NOE 

violations > 0.4 Å and no dihedral angle violations > 4°. The quality and statistics of 

these structures can be evaluated in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Structural statistics for the pol η  UBZ domain  

NOE distance restraints 767 
   Intraresidue 377 
   Sequential (|i-j|=1) 152 
   Medium-range (|i-j|≤4) 115 
     I, i+2 27 
     I, i+3 63 
     I, i+4 25 
   Long-range (|i-j|≥5) 93 
   Hydrogen bonds  30 
Dihedral angle constraints 74 
  
Residual dipolar couplings (1DNH) 24 
Residual dipolar couplings (1DCH) 21 
Dipolar coupling R factor of 1DNH, % b 1.7 ± 0.2 
Dipolar coupling R factor of 1DCH, % b 5.1 ± 0.7 
  
Ramachandran Plot c  
   Favored Region (%) 95.0 
   Allowed region (>99.8%) 100.0 
Deviations from idealized geometry  
   Bonds, Å 0.0104 ± 0.0004 
   Angles, º 1.43 ± 0.04 
   Impropers, º 1.29 ± 0.12 
Mean pair wise RMSD  
   Backbone (residues 631-659), Å 0.37 ± 0.07 
   Heavy Atoms (residues 631-659), Å 0.92 ± 0.12 

a None of these structures exhibit distance violations greater than 0.4 Å or 
dihedral angle violations greater than 4° . 
b R-factor for residual dipolar coupling is defined as the ratio of the RMSD between 
observed and calculated values to the expected RMSD if the vectors were randomly 
distributed (125). 
c MOLPROBITY was used to assess the quality of the structures (126, 127). 
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The pol η UBZ domain consists of two short antiparallel β-strands formed by 

residues 632-634 and 641-643, respectively, and a C-terminal α-helix spanning residues 

647-658 (Figure 7A). As with other classical C2H2 zinc fingers, the α-helix packs against 

the β-strands with a zinc ion sandwiched between the α-helix and the β-strands. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Solution structure and sequence of the human pol η  UBZ domain 

(A) Backbone traces of the NMR ensemble (15 structures) in stereo view 
and the ribbon diagram of the UBZ domain. The zinc ion and side chains 
of the zinc ligands are shown in sphere and stick models, respectively. 
Side chains of the conserved hydrophobic core residues are also shown in 
stick model and are labeled in the ribbon diagram. (B) Sequence 
alignment of UBZ domains of human pol η with zinc ligands highlighted 
in blue, conserved hydrophobic residues in yellow, acidic residues in red, 
an absolutely conserved alanine residue in purple and a highly conserved 
glutamine in grey. Secondary structures and residue numbers of the 
human pol η UBZ domain are denoted above the sequences.  

 

 

The zinc ion is coordinated through the completely conserved residues C635, 

C638, H650, and H654 (Figure 7). Both cysteines are located on the fingertip formed by 
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the two β-strands, whereas the histidines are found on the α-helix and are separated by 

one helical turn. Mutation of H654A, which presumably disrupts the formation of the 

zinc finger, abolished the UBZ-ubiquitin interaction and is deficient in its ability to form 

replication foci after DNA damage (44). A C638A mutation in the human pol η UBZ 

domain resulted in substantially impaired resistance DNA damage (43). However, a 

different study found that the C635A or H650A mutants were able to restore wild-type 

levels of resistance to XP-V cells (pol η deficient), but that the H654A mutant was greatly 

impaired (128). 

The packing of the α-helix against the β-sheet is further buttressed by 

hydrophobic interactions mediated by the conserved residues, V633, V642, V644, M647, 

and M651 (Figure 7). Such stabilization of the zinc finger architecture by hydrophobic 

interactions is a general feature of classical zinc fingers. 

2.3.2 Characterization of the UBZ-Ubiquitin Binding Interface 

The binding surface of the UBZ domain to ubiquitin was probed by NMR 

titration. Protein interfaces can be mapped by titrating an unlabeled interaction partner 

into a labeled sample and recording the resulting chemical shift perturbations with a 

series of HSQC spectra. Furthermore, the binding affinities of a protein-protein 

interaction can be quantified based on the chemical shift perturbations.  

With the addition of ubiquitin, the chemical shifts of a subset of residues were 

perturbed. The first and last points of the titration are considered to be the unbound and 

bound states, respectively. In Figure 8A, the chemical shift corresponding to the free 

state of a representative amino acid (L659) of the UBZ domain is shown in blue, and the 

saturated or bound state is depicted in purple. These two points were connected by a 
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series of titration steps; the normalized chemical shift changes were calculated for each 

molar ratio and then used to determine the Kd value of the protein-protein interaction.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Chemical shift perturbation of human pol η  UBZ domain 

Determination of the binding affinity between the pol η UBZ domain and 
ubiquitin by NMR titration. (A) A section of the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum 
depicting changes of the amide resonance for a representative residue, 
L659UBZ as the molar ratio of ubiquitin to the UBZ domain increased (blue 
to purple). (B) Determination of the dissociation constant (Kd) by NMR. 
The chemical shift perturbations for the backbone amides of five residues 
(E649, D652, H654, F655 and L659) and the side chain of Q660 in the UBZ 
domain were used to determine the binding affinity of the UBZ domain 
toward ubiquitin. 
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When unlabeled ubiquitin was added to an 15N-labeled UBZ sample, resonances 

from residues D652, F655, A656, L657, and K661 of the UBZ domain were significantly 

perturbed (> 2 standard deviations, 2σ) or attenuated. Additionally, residues E649, 

H650, Y653, H654, E658, L659, and Q660 were also perturbed, but to lesser degrees (> 

1σ). All of these perturbed residues are localized to the C-terminal α-helix of the UBZ 

domain, with the significantly perturbed residues found on the outward face of the helix 

(Figure 9).  

 

 

 

Figure 9: NMR titration maps the binding interface of the pol η  UBZ domain 
with ubiquitin  

(A) Chemical shift perturbations of the UBZ domain plotted against 
residue number. Residues with chemical shift changes greater than 2σ  
and 1σ  are shown in orange (significantly perturbed) and yellow 
(perturbed), respectively. (B) A surface representation of the UBZ domain 
with significantly perturbed residues (labeled in black) shown in orange 
and perturbed residues in yellow. (C) 90° right-handed rotation of (B). 
Structure figures were generated with PyMOL (4). 
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A reciprocal NMR titration experiment was employed to map the binding 

surface of ubiquitin to the pol η UBZ domain. Unlabeled UBZ domain was added 

stepwise into a 15N-labeled ubiquitin sample, and a series of 1H-15NHSQC spectra was 

acquired. Several residues of ubiquitin, including T7, L8, I13, T14, R42, F45, A46, G47, 

K48, Q49, H68, and L71, were either attenuated or significantly perturbed (> 2σ); 

additionally, residues L43, L67, and L69 were also perturbed (> 1σ). The majority of 

these perturbed residues are located on the highly conserved, hydrophobic, concave 

surface of ubiquitin defined by residues L8, I44, and V70 (Figure 10).  

 

 

Figure 10: NMR titration reveals the binding interface of ubiquitin with the 
pol η  UBZ domain 

(A) Chemical shift perturbations of residues in ubiquitin calculated and 
colored as in (A). (B) A surface representation of ubiquitin. Significantly 
perturbed residues (shown in orange and labeled in black) and perturbed 
residues (shown in yellow) are distributed along the canonical 
hydrophobic surface defined by residues V70, I44 (both labeled in red) 
and L8. (C) 90° left-handed rotation of (B). Surface representations were 
generated by PyMOL (4).  
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To supplement the structural work on the UBZ domain, mutational studies were 

performed to identify and quantify how the hypothesized interfacial residues contribute 

to the binding energy.  A series of site-specific mutations of the UBZ domain and 

ubiquitin was constructed, and the effects of the binding affinity were monitored with 

isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). As the association of two proteins involves the 

burial of solvent-exposed surfaces, and the formation of hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, 

and van der Waals interactions, binding events are accompanied by changes in the 

specific heat capacity Cp of the system and can be studied by calorimetry.  

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measures the changes in heat as a protein 

is titrated into another protein. During the titration, heat is either taken up or evolved, 

depending on whether the binding reaction is endothermic or exothermic, respectively. 

The calorimeter contains a reference cell (buffer only) and sample cell (where the 

titration occurs). The observable data is the input of power needed to maintain an equal 

temperature for the two cells, which is proportional to the fraction of bound titrant. 

During the initial steps of the titration, most of the added titrant is bound, leading to 

large changes in the heat. As more titrant is added, less heat is evolved or absorbed until 

the system is essentially saturated. The heats of binding are normalized as a function of 

the titrant concentration, and the areas under the peaks are integrated to optimize the 

values for n, ΔH, and Ka with the equation: 

 Q=VoΔH[M]tKa[L]/(1+Ka[L]), 

where [M]t is the total protein in the sample cell, [L] is the titrant concentration, Ka is the 

association constant, n is the stoichiometry of the reaction, Vo is the volume of the cell, 

ΔH is the enthalpy of binding per mole of titrant, and Q is the amount of heat evolved 

on addition of the titrant (129). 
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The binding affinity (Kd) of the UBZ domain-ubiquitin complex was determined 

to be 73 +/- 15 µM and 81 µM based on NMR titration and ITC, respectively. The 

stoichiometry of the interaction was ~n=1, and the binding reaction was exothermic. 

Consistent with the binding interfaces revealed by NMR titration, mutations of 

D652AUBZ, A656FUBZ, L8AUb, or I44AUb completely abolished the UBZ domain-ubiquitin 

interaction, and mutations of Q660UBZ or V70AUb weakened the affinity of the complex 

by ~ 1.7-fold (Table 3). 

Because the NMR titration and site-directed mutagenesis studies suggested that 

the UBZ domain binds ubiquitin through the exposed surface of its C-terminal α-helix, 

we investigated whether the UBZ domain resembles other ubiquitin-binding single-helix 

motifs, such as the UIM (ubiquitin interacting motif) (85) or the MIU (motif interacting 

with ubiquitin)/IUIM (inverted UIM) of Rabex-5 (30, 31), as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Ribbon diagrams of UIM and MIU/IUIM complexes with ubiquitin  

(A) A ribbon diagram of the UIM–ubiquitin complex (PDB entry 1Q0W), 
with conserved residues shown in stick model. The orientation of the 
UIM α-helix (pink) bound to ubiquitin (green) is indicated by an arrow, 
directed from the N- to C-terminus. (B) A ribbon diagram of the 
MIU/IUIM motif (brown) bound to ubiquitin (PDB entry 2FIF), with the 
orientation of the α-helix and conserved residues indicated as in (A). 
Figures were made with PyMOL (4).  
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The UIM forms a single α-helix that binds to the β-sheet of ubiquitin (32, 33, 83). 

It contains a signature motif, ##xxφxxAφxφSxx, in which φ and # represent large 

hydrophobic and acidic residues, respectively, A denotes a central invariant alanine 

residue, and x depicts any amino acid (Figure 12). Structural studies of UIM-ubiquitin 

complexes reveal that the methyl group of the invariant alanine is buried in the 

hydrophobic cleft of ubiquitin formed by residues L8Ub, I44Ub, and V70Ub (Figure 11). 

This interaction is reinforced by van der Waals contacts mediated by the hydrophobic 

residues on the same face of the α-helix as the central alanine in the UIM and the 

concave hydrophobic surface of ubiquitin. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Consensus sequence alignment of the UBZ domain with MIU/IUIM 
and reversed UIM.  

The central invariant alanine is highlighted in purple, conserved 
hydrophobic residues in yellow, acidic residues in red, zinc ligands in 
blue and a highly conserved glutamine residue in grey. A serine residue 
at the +4 position in the UIM, which is replaced by an aspartate in the 
MIU/IUIM and the UBZ domains, is shown in blue. 
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The UIM-ubiquitin binding is further stabilized by polar interactions at both 

termini of the α-helix. The hydroxyl group of the invariant C-terminal serine forms a 

hydrogen bond with the amide of either A46Ub or G47Ub. Additionally, N-terminal acidic 

residues of UIM form electrostatic interactions with basic residues (R42Ub and R72Ub) 

located peripherally to the hydrophobic I44Ub pocket of ubiquitin on the third and fifth 

β-strands. 

In contrast, the single α-helical MIU/IUIM motif of Rabex-5 contains a signature 

motif, xxxDφxLAxxLqx###, which is similar to an inverted UIM motif (xxSφxφAxxφxx##) 

with the central invariant alanine as the “reflection point” (Figure 12) (30, 31). Also 

similar to the UIM, the methyl group of the central alanine in the MIU/IUIM motif 

wedges into the hydrophobic pocket formed by L8Ub, I44Ub and V70Ub, with additional 

hydrophobic residues, located at positions -3, -1, and +3 with respect to the alanine, 

generating a contiguous hydrophobic interface with ubiquitin. 

The most notable change in the MIU/IUIM consensus sequence is the 

replacement of a serine residue in the UIM at the +4 position with respect to the central 

alanine by an aspartate residue at the -4 position. In this inverted orientation, the 

aspartate substitution allows for the formation of simultaneous hydrogen bonds with 

the amides of A46Ub and G47Ub. Additionally, a highly conserved glutamine at the +4 

position also contributes to the binding affinity by forming favorable van der Waals 

interactions with the V70Ub side chain. 

Alignment of the UBZ domain of pol η from several organisms reveals a 

conserved sequence of EHxDYHφAxxLqxx along the α-helix (Figures 4 and 12). The 

UBZ consensus is similar to the signature MIU/IUIM motif, although it contains a pair 

of conserved histidines for the coordination of the zinc ion and a glutamate residue at 
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the N-terminus. Central to the consensus sequences of the pol η UBZ domain is an 

invariant alanine (A656). Its resonance was severely attenuated during NMR titration 

with ubiquitin, and mutation of A656FUBZ abolished ubiquitin binding. These 

observations suggest A656 forms crucial contacts with ubiquitin, most likely through 

interactions with the hydrophobic pocket of L8Ub, I44Ub, and V70Ub. With respect to the 

central alanine, the UBZ domain contains a strictly conserved leucine (L659) at the +3 

position, which is also highly conserved within the MIU/IUIM. Similar to the 

MIU/IUIM consensus sequences, the -1 and the -3 positions of the UBZ domain are 

populated by large hydrophobic residues. At the -1 position in the UBZ domain, there is 

an aromatic residue, F655, which likely contributes to the hydrophobic association with 

ubiquitin. Notably, a F655A mutant was impaired in its ability to confer wild-type levels 

of UV resistance in XP-V (pol η deficient) cells (128). 

At the -4 position, there is an invariant aspartate within the UBZ consensus, 

which is located at the same position as the corresponding aspartate in the MIU/IUIM 

and presumably forms the same hydrogen bonds with the amide groups of A46Ub and 

G47Ub as the latter. The functional significance of this aspartate residue is supported by 

mutagenesis studies demonstrating that a D652A mutation in the pol η UBZ domain 

abolished ubiquitin binding, foci formation, and impaired UV sensitivity in TLS-

deficient cells (43, 128). Additionally, the MIU/IUIM and UBZ consensus sequences 

share a highly conserved glutamine (Q660) at the +4 position, which likely provides 

peripheral van der Waals contacts at the binding interface. Consistently, mutation of 

Q660AUBZ weakened the affinity of the UBZ domain-ubiquitin complex by ~ 1.7 fold 

(Table 3). 
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Table 3: Wild-type and mutant UBZ-ubiquitin binding constants 

Pol η  UBZ domain Ubiquitin Kd (mM) Method 
WT WT 73 ± 15 NMR 
WT WT 81 ITC 

D652A WT No detectable binding ITC 
A656F WT No detectable binding ITC 
Q660A WT 142 ITC 

WT L8A No detectable binding ITC 
WT I44A No detectable binding ITC 
WT V70A 130 ITC 

 

2.3.3 Model of UBZ-Ubiquitin Interaction 

Based on these analyses, we hypothesized that the UBZ domain interacts 

through the exposed face of the α-helix with the canonical hydrophobic patch of 

ubiquitin in a fashion analogous to the MIU/IUIM domain (Figure 11). In order to 

confirm this proposed model, site-directed spin labeling was employed to determine the 

orientation of the UBZ domain in the ubiquitin-bound complex. The introduction of 

paramagnetic electrons is expected to result in severe line broadening of resonances in 

close proximity (<14 Å) to the spin label (130). A spin label was introduced to the UBZ 

domain by reacting MTSL [(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-D3-pyrroline-3-methyl) 

methanethiosulfonate] with a modified UBZ domain containing a free cysteine (via a 

SSC sequence) at the C-terminus. This site, which was not expected to be involved 

directly in the binding of the UBZ domain to ubiquitin based on the NMR titration data, 

was chosen to provide information on the orientation of the UBZ α-helix relative to its 

binding partner, ubiquitin. Depending on the orientation of the UBZ helix, the spin label 

was expected to attenuate different signals of ubiquitin. 
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Figure 13: Spin-labeled UBZ titration with ubiquitin 

Sections of 1H-15N HSQC spectra of ubiquitin, especially highlighting the 
effect of the spin-labeled UBZ domain on the G75 resonance. Shown is a 
cross section of the ubiquitin spectrum (A) alone, (B) in the presence of 
spin-labeled UBZ domain, and (C) after the addition of 5 mM 
dithiothreitol to remove the spin label. 

 

Four residues, T9Ub, L73Ub, R74Ub and G75Ub, were identified whose amide 

resonances were not perturbed by the wild-type UBZ domain, but were severely 

broadened upon binding to the spin-labeled UBZ domain (Figure 13B). Furthermore, 

these resonances reappeared after removal of the spin label by treatment with 5 mM 

dithiothreitol (DTT) (Figure 13C), suggesting that these residues are located within close 

proximity to the spin label at the C-terminus of the UBZ domain. The majority of these 

broadened resonances belong to the residues localized to the C-terminal tail of ubiquitin, 

suggesting that the orientation of the bound UBZ α-helix is indeed similar to the 

MIU/IUIM α-helix (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: A model of the UBZ domain–ubiquitin complex 

The C-terminal cysteine of the UBZ domain, which was modified by the 
spin-label reagent MTSL (denoted as S), and ubiquitin residues, the 
resonances of which were severely attenuated during the spin-label 
titration, are colored in blue. Figure was made with PyMOL (4). 
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2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Comparison of UBZ with Other Zinc-Containing UBDs 

 The UBZ domain of pol η is the first C2H2 zinc finger implicated in ubiquitin 

binding. The structure and mode of interaction of the UBZ domain of pol η are distinctly 

different from the other ubiquitin-binding zinc fingers, such as the NZF, ZnF-UBP, and 

RUZ domains (30, 31, 36, 38), but more similar to the recognition motif used by classical 

zinc fingers to interact with nucleic acids (131). Classical zinc fingers are commonly 

found in tandem in transcription factors and contact the major groove of DNA, via the 

N-terminus of the α-helix, to act as sequence-specific DNA-binding modules (131). Some 

classical zinc fingers, especially those of the CCHC type, have been shown more recently 

to function as protein recognition motifs, although they have more variability in their 

binding surfaces than the nucleic acid-recognizing zinc fingers (132-134). 

Several ubiquitin-binding domains also contain zinc (Table 1) and are depicted in 

Figure 15. However, the structure and ubiquitin interaction surface of the UBZ domain 

are unique from these other zinc-containing ubiquitin-binding domains. The variations 

in the zinc-containing UBDs are intriguing, especially in how they recognize ubiquitin 

by binding to three different regions on its surface (Figure 15D).  

The Znf-UBP domain is found in HDAC6 (Histone deacetylase 6), BRAPs 

(BRCA1 associated protein), and a number of ubiquitin-specific proteases (USPs), 

although the number of the zinc fingers in the Znf-UBP domain appears to vary among 

family members.  Structures of the PAZ (polyubiquitin-associated zinc finger) or the 

ZnF-UBP domain of the deubiquitinating enzyme isopeptidase T (IsoT) and the BUZ 

domain of Ubp-M consist of five β-strands and two α-helices that form a deep pocket to 

accommodate the C-terminal tail of ubiquitin (Figure 15A) (36, 37). The structures of the 
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Ubp-M BUZ domain and the IsoT Znf-UBP domain are similar, however the Ubp-M 

BUZ domain uses three zinc ions to form an almost identical architecture as the IsoT 

UBP domain, which has only one zinc ion and instead a series of electrostatic and 

hydrophobic interactions (36, 37). Interestingly, although the residues involved in 

ubiquitin binding are highly conserved, the BUZ domain packs against the β1 and β2 

strands through the formation of a zinc finger, whereas IsoT forms a similar interaction 

through a salt bridge and van del Waals contacts (36, 37). Rabex-5 (Rab5 guanine 

nucleotide exchange factor) has two independent UBDs that can interact with ubiquitin 

simultaneously (Figure 15B). The RUZ (Rabex-5 ubiquitin binding zinc finger) is an A20 

zinc finger with four cysteine ligands chelating zinc.  This zinc finger binds uniquely 

around the E58 residue of ubiquitin, but it also contains a C-terminal α-helical 

MIU/IUIM domain that binds to the canonical I44 face, in a similar fashion to the UBZ 

domain (30). Finally, the NZF (Npl4 zinc finger) consists of four strands that form a 

central set of “knuckles” by the coordination of four cysteine ligands to a central zinc ion 

(Figure 15C).  The NZF contacts ubiquitin between I44 and V70 (38).  
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Figure 15: Zinc-containing UBDs interact differently with ubiquitin 

In addition to the UBZ domain, several other ubiquitin-binding domains 
contain zinc. (A) IsoT (blue, PDB entry 2G43) interacts with the C-
terminus of ubiquitin (red). (B) RUZ domain of Rabex-5 (PDB entry 2FIF, 
green) interacts with E58 of ubiquitin (red); MIU domain binds to 
canonical I44 face of ubiquitin (red). (C) NZF (PDB entry 1Q5W) binds in 
between I44 and V70 on the canonical hydrophobic face of ubiquitin 
(red). (D) Various binding sites of zinc-containing ubiquitin-binding 
domains, IsoT (blue), RUZ (green), and NZF (gold), mapped on a single 
ubiquitin molecule (red). In all structures, the zinc ion is depicted with a 
sphere. All figures were generated with PyMOL (4).  

 

 

 More recently, the CCHC-type zinc finger (ZF) structure of NEMO was solved and 

shown to be a bona fide ubiquitin-binding domain with a similar architecture as the 

human pol η UBZ domain (39, 135). The ZF is found in the regulatory C-terminus region 

of NEMO and is essential for IKK activation in the NF-κB pathway (135). The NEMO 

ZF is a ββα zinc finger with similarities to the ubiquitin-binding region of the human pol 

η UBZ domain. It tetrahedrally coordinates a zinc ion with three cysteine and one 
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histidine residues, and is further stabilized by a hydrophobic core. Its Kd is weaker (~280 

µM) than that of the pol η UBZ domain (~75 µM) for ubiquitin. Like the UBZ domain, 

the NEMO ZF binds ubiquitin through its C-terminal helix (Figure 16). However, the C-

terminal α-helix in the NEMO ZF is shorter than in the pol η UBZ by about one helical 

turn. A shorter helix is found more often in CCHC26 zinc fingers than in CCHH27 

structures, such as the human UBZ domain, in which the helix extends beyond the final 

zinc-chelating residue. Notably, the central invariant alanine of the UBZ domain is 

replaced by a methionine (denoted as the 0 position). These differences in sequence and 

structure are highlighted in Figure 16. 

 In the pol η UBZ domain, mutation of the invariant central alanine to 

phenylalanine (A656F) abolished ubiquitin binding, whereas the corresponding residue 

in the NEMO ZF (M415) is proposed to fit perfectly into the canonical hydrophobic 

pocket of ubiquitin, formed by L8, I44, and V70. The significance of the methionine was 

shown by a M415S mutant that was just as inefficient in activating NF-κB as a ΔZF 

construct (39). 

 In addition to having a contiguous hydrophobic surface on its α-helix, the NEMO 

ZF D408 and Q411 (denoted by the –7 and -4 positions, respectively, Figure 16) side 

chains likely also contribute to the binding interface through the formation of hydrogen 

bonds with the backbone amide or carbonyl groups of A46, G47, or K48 loop residues of 

ubiquitin. These interactions are similar to those formed by the equivalent E649 and 

D652 residues (-7 and -4 positions, respectively, Figure 16) in the UBZ domain. 
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Figure 16: Comparison between UBZ and NEMO ZF domains  

(Top) Alignment of the pol η UBZ and NEMO ZF sequences, with the 
secondary structural elements of the pol η UBZ domain above. The 
central invariant alanine of the UBZ domain (referred to as position 0, 
purple) is replaced by a methionine in NEMO ZF. The NEMO ZF has a 
glutamine residue at the location of the invariant aspartate of the UBZ 
domain (position -4, red). At position -7, the UBZ domain has a 
glutamate, and the NEMO ZF has an aspartate (red). Zinc-coordinating 
ligands are in blue. (Bottom) (A) Solution structure of NEMO ZF (PDB 
entry 2JVX) with zinc shown in purple sphere and zinc coordinating 
(CCHC) residues in green. Predicted ubiquitin-binding residues M415 (0), 
Q411 (-4), and D408 (-7) are depicted in red. (B) Solution structure of 
human pol η UBZ domain with zinc shown in purple sphere and zinc 
coordinating (CCHH) residues in orange. Predicted ubiquitin-binding 
residues A656 (0), D652 (-4), and E649 (-7) are shown in grey. Overlay of 
NEMO ZF (green) and pol η UBZ domain (orange) aligned using PyMOL 
(4) for the entire sequence (C) and for just the C-terminal α-helix (D).   
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The overall structures and types of interfacial residues of the NEMO ZF and the 

pol η UBZ domains are remarkably similar. However, these two UBDs are involved in 

distinct pathways and have quite different affinities for ubiquitin. The similarities of the 

UBZ and ZF domains highlight the conserved architectures found within protein 

domains, especially of UBDs, but also underscore the requirement for specificity in the 

UBD-ubiquitin interactions. 

2.4.2 Conclusion 

Based on sequence alignment, NMR titration, and mutagenesis studies, we 

propose that the UBZ helix binds to ubiquitin in a fashion similar to the mode of 

ubiquitin binding by a MIU/IUIM helix, a model further supported by the site-directed 

spin-labeling experiment. The existence of a single α-helix within different structural 

folds that recognizes the same canonical hydrophobic surface of ubiquitin highlights the 

conserved architecture within ubiquitin signaling pathways. The UBZ domain 

represents a new class of ubiquitin-binding domains, and its interaction with ubiquitin 

adds a novel function to the already diverse roles of the C2H2 zinc fingers. 

Recently, an additional PIP domain was identified in human pol η, and it was 

shown that one of the PIP domains can substitute for the other (128). It is intriguing that 

there are two interchangeable PIP domains, but only one UBD within pol η. More 

research on the role(s) of the two PIP domains may shed more light onto how pol η is 

recruited to DNA damage and associates with PCNA.  

The solution structure of the UBZ domain and the proposed model for its 

interaction with ubiquitin provide insights into the recruitment of pol η to 

monoubiquitinated PCNA at the stalled replication fork. The moderate binding affinity 

between ubiquitin and the UBZ domain of pol η is important for the rapid and 
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reversible assembly of transient protein-protein complexes crucial for regulating 

translesion synthesis. Together with the PIP box, the UBZ domain enhances the 

specificity and binding of the polymerase to monoubiquitinated PCNA, allowing for the 

timely recruitment of pol η to the stalled replication fork. The moderate affinity of this 

interaction and the reversibility of PCNA monoubiquitination are critical for subsequent 

dissociation of this highly specialized polymerase from the replication machinery 

beyond the DNA lesion site to restore high-fidelity genomic replication.  
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3. Yeast Polymerase η  Ubiquitin-Binding Zinc Finger 
Domain  

3.1 Background 
Whereas there are four Y-family polymerases encoded in the human genome, 

there are only two in yeast: Rev1 and pol η.  Pol η is encoded by RAD30 in S. cerevisiae 

(99). Similar to its human homolog, yeast pol η can accurately insert two adenines 

opposite a dithymine dimer, one of the major lesions induced by UV damage (108, 136). 

Similar to the other TLS polymerases, yeast pol η is characterized by an inherent low 

fidelity and is tightly regulated through the ubiquitination of PCNA. After DNA 

damage, the Rad6(E2)/Rad18(E3) heterodimer ubiquitinates the replication factor 

PCNA at K164, a site which can also be modified by polyubiquitination or sumoylation 

in yeast (62, 137). The ubiquitination state of PCNA determines whether bypass 

replication operates in an error-free or error-prone mode. Monoubiquitination is 

generally the signal for error-prone TLS, whereas PCNA polyubiquitination activates the 

error-free pathway, such as through template switching for recombination-like processes 

or labeling for later repair. The detailed mechanisms of the polymerase switch and the 

selection of error-prone versus error-free pathways have yet to be elucidated.  

Measurements of sensitivity to UV radiation indicate that a pol30K164R mutation, 

which prevents any modification of PCNA at K164, is epistatic to rad30 (137, 138).  Based 

on this evidence and that monoubiquitination of PCNA is required for the damage-

induced increase in the formation of nuclear foci by pol η in mammalian cells (43, 44), 

monoubiquitinated PCNA is also thought to promote the accumulation of yeast pol η at 

stalled replication forks.  
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Figure 17: Domain structure of human and yeast pol η  

Domain architecture of human and yeast pol η. The polymerase catalytic 
domains are shown in blue. The polymerase-associated domain (PAD, 
green) is also known as the little finger domain. N and P represent the 
Nuclear Localization Sequence (NLS) and the PCNA-interacting peptide 
(PIP box), respectively.  
 

Similar to human pol η, the catalytic portion of the yeast polymerase is found 

within the first 400 amino acids of the protein (Figure 17). The C-terminus of yeast pol η 

is composed of numerous domains for mediating crucial protein-protein interactions 

(including a PIP box, nuclear localization sequence, Rev1-interaction motif, and UBZ 

domain) (43, 110). The UBZ domain in yeast provides for the enhanced affinity for 

monoubiquitinated PCNA and is essential for polymerase function in vivo (78).  

In pol η and pol κ, the UBZ domains are characterized by a C2H2 or C2HC zinc 

finger, respectively (43). The human UBZ domain of pol η was the first C2H2 zinc finger 

implicated in ubiquitin binding, and the association of the human pol η UBZ domain 

with ubiquitin has been repeatedly shown (43, 44). However, the interaction of yeast pol 

η with ubiquitin has only been reported in the context of ubiquitinated PCNA in a yeast 

two-hybrid system (78). Furthermore, like mammalian pol η, pol ι, and Rev1, which 

have all been found ubiquitinated in vivo (43, 77), yeast pol η is also ubiquitinated, a 

modification that depends on the presence of a functional UBZ domain (78). A sequence 

alignment of the human and yeast UBZ domains is depicted in Figure 18. 

       Polymerase                              PAD            ! ! ! !              UBZ !      N     P!

       Polymerase                            PAD            ! !           UBZ !   N    P!

 H. Sapiens!

 S. Cerevisiae!
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Figure 18: Sequence alignment of human and yeast UBZ domains 

Sequence alignment of the UBZ domains from Homo Sapiens and 
Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. The conserved cysteine and histidine residues 
are shown in blue. The invariant alanine and aspartic acid are shown in 
purple and red, respectively. Secondary structure elements (as 
determined from the human UBZ solution structure) are denoted above 
the sequences. The circles refer to the residues studied by mutagenesis 
(blue are part of the C2H2 motif and orange are outside of the C2H2 motif). 

 

Zinc finger proteins are widely dispersed and found in proteins with a large 

variety of function. Generally very stable structures, they coordinate a zinc ion, which is 

not typically involved in their function, but instead contributes to the stability of the 

small domain. A classical zinc finger is characterized by a C2H2 motif with a consensus 

sequence of #-X-C-X(1-5)-C-X3-#-X5-#-X2-H-X(3-6)-[H/C], where X is any amino acid and # 

indicates the residues important for the stable fold of the zinc finger (139). Whereas the 

human pol η UBZ domain has the consensus sequence CxxC…..HxxxH, the S. cerevisiae 

pol η UBZ sequence is CCxx…..HxxxH. Because of the presence of the two adjacent 

cysteines (552C and 553C), the S. cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain is still often referred to as 

a C2H2 zinc finger motif, using the same terminology used for the conserved C2H2 motifs 

in other pol η homologs. 

As described in Chapter 2, the human pol η UBZ domain forms a classical zinc 

finger ββα structure that interacts through the exposed face of its α-helix with the 

canonical hydrophobic patch of ubiquitin (92). Two cysteines, located on the fingertip 
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made by the two β-strands, and two histidines on the α-helix coordinate a single zinc 

ion. Despite the differences in the cysteines in the yeast UBZ domain, the consensus UBZ 

sequence of EHxDYHφAxxLqxx along the α-helix is conserved (Figure 18); notably, 

these amino acids are the residues involved in ubiquitin binding.  

Mutational studies of the putative zinc-binding residues of the yeast and human 

UBZ domains exhibit seemingly conflicting results. A H654A mutant of the human pol η 

UBZ domain is defective in its interaction with monoubiquitinated PCNA and is 

deficient in its ability to accumulate in replication foci after DNA damage (44). Likewise, 

a C638A mutation in the human pol η UBZ domain causes a substantially impaired 

resistance to DNA damage (43). Notably, a different study found that the C635A or 

H650A mutations are able to restore wild-type levels of resistance to XP-V cells (pol η 

deficient), but that the H654A mutant is greatly impaired (128). Collectively, these data 

are in contrast to the corresponding mutations within the yeast UBZ domain zinc-

binding residues. Mutations in the C2H2 motif of the yeast UBZ domain (C552A, 

CC552,553AA or HH568,572AA) do not affect the ability of a rad30Δ strain to restore UV 

sensitivity or mutagenesis similar to wild-type levels, suggesting that the function of 

yeast Rad30 in TLS is not impaired by mutations in the C2H2 motif of the UBZ domain 

(140).  

By contrast, data from the mutagenesis studies of the ubiquitin-binding residues 

of the human UBZ domain are consistent with the corresponding results in the yeast 

UBZ domain.  An invariant alanine and aspartate are central to the ubiquitin-binding 

consensus sequences of the pol η UBZ domains. A D652A mutation in the human pol η 

UBZ domain abolishes ubiquitin binding (43). Likewise, the equivalent D570A yeast 
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UBZ mutation weakened yeast pol η’s interaction with monoubiquitinated PCNA and 

adversely affected pol η function (78, 140).  

Very recently, an intact UBZ domain was shown to be required for preventing 8-

oxoguanine-induced mutagenesis in S. Cerevisiae, suggesting that pol η also participates 

in the error-free processing of some DNA damage in a monoubiquitinated PCNA-

dependent manner (141). A yeast two-hybrid screen in this study revealed that wild-

type pol η and a H568A, H572A UBZ mutant form of pol η were both able to efficiently 

bind a PCNA-ubiquitin fusion, whereas a pol η D570A mutant could not. This data 

correlate with the ability of the mutant polymerases to prevent 8-oxo-G-induced 

mutagenesis in yeast.  

The difference between the cysteine/histidine and the aspartate mutations is that 

the D570 residue (corresponding to D652 in human pol η UBZ) is directly on the 

interface with ubiquitin, whereas the C2H2 motif is presumably only involved in 

maintaining the zinc finger structure of the UBZ domain. These mutagenesis results 

suggest that the putative lack of zinc binding by the yeast UBZ domain may confer no 

significant defect upon the ability of this polymerase to bind ubiquitin (and 

monoubiquitinated PCNA) and respond to DNA damage.   

 Because of the unique sequence of the S. cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain and the 

conflicting results of zinc-binding mutations on the yeast and human UBZ domain 

function, the effects of zinc on the structure and ubiquitin-binding ability of the UBZ 

domain were examined through a variety of methods described herein. Whereas the 

human UBZ domain requires zinc for binding to ubiquitin, the yeast UBZ domain does 

not. These results correspond to mutagenesis results in the C2H2 motif of the yeast UBZ 

domain, which do not impair the ability of the polymerase to respond to DNA damage.  
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Molecular Cloning  

The DNA sequence corresponding to the S. cerevisiae UBZ domain of pol η  

(residues 538-609) was cloned into the BamH1 and Xho1 sites of a pET28aPB vector to 

produce an N-terminally His6-tagged protein.  

The DNA sequence corresponding to the H. sapiens pol η UBZ domain (residues 

628-662) was synthesized and inserted into a pET15b vector as described in Chapter 2. 

3.2.2 Protein Purification  

The UBZ domain of S. cerevisiae pol η was overexpressed in and purified from 

bacterial cells. The expression of the N-terminal His6-tagged UBZ construct was induced 

for 2 hours at 30° C by the addition of 1 mM IPTG in media supplemented with 50 µM 

zinc sulfate.  Cells from a 2 L culture were collected by centrifugation and lysed by 

French press in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 

10 mM imidazole, 20 mM β-mercaptoethanol, pH=8.0, and Roche Complete EDTA-free 

protease inhibitors.  The lysate was treated with DNase (Sigma) and RNase (Qiagen) for 

15 minutes on ice, then centrifuged for 25 minutes at 10,000 RCF.  The supernatant was 

mixed with 4 mL of Ni-NTA slurry (Qiagen) and incubated at 4ºC for 1 hour with gentle 

agitation.  The Ni-NTA resin was removed from the suspension by centrifugation for 5 

minutes at 1,000 RCF, and the supernatant was discarded.  The resin was resuspended 

in a buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 30 mM 

imidazole, pH=8.0, and 20 mM β-mercaptoethanol.  Bound proteins were eluted in a 

buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 250 mM 

imidazole, pH=8.0, and 20 mM β-mercaptoethanol.  The bound fraction was dialyzed, 

using 3500 MW Snakeskin tubing (Pierce) into two liters of a buffer containing 10 mM 
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HEPES, pH=7.7, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM β-mercaptoethanol for at least 2 hours before the 

addition of Precision Protease to cleave the His6 tag. The digested protein was mixed 

with 1 mL of Ni-NTA resin.  The untagged UBZ construct was eluted in the flow 

through. Finally, 50 µM zinc sulfate was added, and the UBZ domain was subjected to 

gel filtration  (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare) for the final purification step. 

The human UBZ domain was purified following similar conditions to ubiquitin, 

although with 0.5 mM IPTG and 50 mM ZnSO4.  

Human or yeast ubiquitin was overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) STAR 

cells (Invitrogen). Bacterial cells were induced at 20 ºC with 1 mM IPTG. Ubiquitin was 

initially purified by a Ni2+-NTA column, followed by thrombin digestion to cut the N-

His6 tag. Thrombin was removed with a benzamidine column and the N-His6 tag by a 

second Ni2+-NTA column, followed by further purification using size-exclusion 

chromatography (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare).  

3.2.3 NMR Titrations  

NMR experiments were performed on a 600 MHz Varian INOVA NMR 

spectrometer at 25° C. All NMR samples were prepared in a buffer containing 25 mM 

phosphate, 100 mM KCl, pH=7, and 10% D2O. In order to probe the binding of ubiquitin 

and the yeast UBZ domain, unlabeled ubiquitin was titrated into an 0.4 mM sample of 

15N-labeled pol η UBZ domain. The reverse titration was also performed, where 

unlabeled pol η UBZ domain was titrated into a 0.4 mM sample of 15N-labeled ubiquitin. 

To test the effects of EDTA on the human and yeast UBZ-ubiquitin interaction, 

an 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of an 0.3 mM sample of ubiquitin (yeast or human) was 

acquired. A 1:1 ratio of (yeast or human) UBZ domain was added into the sample, and 

another HSQC was recorded. Next, a saturating amount (~25 mM) of EDTA was added, 
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and a final HSQC was obtained.  NMR data were processed by NMRPIPE (113) and 

analyzed with XEASY/CARA (114). 

3.2.4 Circular Dichroism  

Circular dichroism experiments were performed at 25° C on an AVIV 62Ds 

spectropolarimeter.  A 6 µM sample of the yeast or human UBZ domain in a buffer 

containing 25 mM phosphate, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM TCEP, pH=7 was added to a quartz 

cuvette. Wavelength scans between 190 and 300 nm were recorded for the protein alone, 

and another scan was taken after the addition of EDTA. After the addition of zinc 

sulfate, a final spectrum was acquired.  

Thermal melts of the human or yeast UBZ domain were performed while 

monitoring the CD signal at 222 nm. The samples were stirred and allowed to 

equilibrate for 1 minute between each step, and an averaging time of 10 seconds was 

used for data collection. 

3.2.5 DNA Damage Response  

The S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are derivatives of W1588-4C (MATa 

leu2-3,112 ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5), a W303 strain with a wild-

type RAD5 sequence. The deletion of RAD30 was constructed by gene replacement 

using PCR-amplified rad30::kanMX from the Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Project 

strain 4255.  Colonies were grown to saturation for three days at 30° C and diluted in 

water to approximately six colony forming units per microliter.  Equal amounts of the 

dilution were spread on each of several selective minimal medium plates. Within 30 

minutes, plates were irradiated using a G15T8 UV lamp (General Electric) at 254 nm 

with 1 J/m2 per second for varying amounts of time.  After irradiation, plates were kept 

in the dark at 30° C for three days before colonies were counted.  The data shown are 
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averages of at least three independent cultures, and error bars represent standard error.  

This work was performed by Rachel Woodruff (Graham Walker’s lab, MIT). 

3.2.6 PAR Metal Binding Assay  

Samples of human UBZ, yeast UBZ, yeast UBZ+EDTA, and S. cerevisiae Rev1 

UBM2 were assayed in 50 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM potassium chloride, pH=7.6. 

Protein samples (40 uL) were diluted to several concentrations in the 10 to 50 µM range.  

Protein concentrations were determined by BioRad Protein Assay.  Each protein sample 

was digested by incubation at 60 ºC for 30 minutes with an identical amount of 

Proteinase K to release bound metal ions. Following the digest, an equal volume of a 

freshly made solution of 0.2 mM 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR) was mixed with each 

sample, and the absorbance at 490 nm was measured by a Beckman Coulter DU530 

spectrometer. S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM2 was used as a negative control, and the UBZ 

domain of human pol η served as the positive control.  This assay was done by Rachel 

Woodruff (Graham Walker’s lab). 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Identification of Yeast UBZ-Ubiquitin Interaction 

The majority of full-length pol η homologs include a highly conserved UBZ 

domain in their C-termini, characterized by a signature C2H2 motif. Notably, the S. 

cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain lacks one of the conserved cysteines, as highlighted in the 

sequence alignment depicted in Figure 18. Among the few species that do not have a 

UBZ domain, at least one (in A. thaliana) instead contains a ubiquitin-binding motif 

(UBM), which is surprising, because this domain is highly conserved in the C-termini of 

Rev1 and pol ι (Figure 19). Nevertheless, the almost complete conservation of the 

ubiquitin-binding zinc finger in the C-termini of pol η homologs reiterates the 

significance in the UBZ domain throughout evolution and highlights the significance of 

its function. 

 

 
 

Figure 19: Alignment of Arabidopsis thaliana pol η  with pol ι  and Rev1 UBMs 

Alignment of Arabidopsis thaliana pol η C-terminus with the UBMs of 
Rev1 and pol ι. The listed genes are Arabidopsis thaliana (At) pol η 
NP_568638; Homo sapiens (Hs) pol ι: AF245438 and Hs Rev1 AAI30412. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At pol eta    KTDEIDQSVFDELPVEIQRELRSFLRTNK
Hs Pol iota   LPEGVDQEVFKQLPVDIQEEILSGKSREK

              FPSDIDPQVFYELPEAVQKELLAEWKRTG
Hs Rev1       SPSQLDQSVLEALPPDLREQVEQVCAVQQ

              AFSQVDPEVFAALPAELQRELKAAYDQRQ
At Rev1       SLSQVDVSVLQELPEELRADVLGAFPSHR

At pol !                      619"

Hs pol #  UBM1          498            

Hs pol #  UBM2          679 

Hs Rev1 UBM1          933 

Hs Rev1 UBM2         1011 
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Several recent studies highlighted two mutations within the yeast UBZ domain 

that are critical for pol η function:  D570A (43, 78) and L577Q (142).  The D570A and 

L577Q mutations are sufficient to prevent the ubiquitination of pol η as well as 

dramatically reduce the cellular resistance to DNA damage (78, 142). The equivalent 

aspartate residue (D652) in human pol η has been shown to be critical in the association 

of the UBZ domain with ubiquitin, as described in Chapter 2.  

In order to detect an interaction between ubiquitin and pol η, mono- or poly-

ubiquitin species were used to pull down full-length pol η from yeast cell extracts.  

However, neither this approach nor co-immunoprecipitations or direct yeast two-hybrid 

assays (data not shown) were able to detect the interaction, suggesting that the affinity 

of pol η for ubiquitin is much weaker in yeast than in human.  

Because NMR is a very sensitive method to changes in local environment, 

including binding events, the interaction of the yeast UBZ domain and ubiquitin was 

probed by NMR titration. An equivalent amount of ubiquitin was added to a sample of 

15N-labeled yeast UBZ domain. As shown in Figure 20, resonances within the UBZ 

domain were perturbed when ubiquitin was introduced. Although the HSQC spectrum 

of the UBZ domain is not well dispersed and individual amino acid assignments could 

not be made, it was clear that a subset of the resonances did shift, indicative of a yeast 

UBZ-ubiquitin binding reaction.  
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Figure 20: Yeast Pol η  UBZ domain binds ubiquitin 

(Left) 1H-15N HSQC spectra of yeast pol η UBZ domain alone (black) and 
in the presence of yeast ubiquitin (red). (Right) 1H-15N HSQC spectra of 
yeast ubiquitin (black) and in the presence of yeast pol η UBZ domain 
alone (red).  
 

 

The reciprocal NMR titration experiment was employed to map the binding 

surface of ubiquitin to the yeast pol η UBZ domain. Several residues of ubiquitin, 

including V5, T7, L8, I13, T14, V17, R42, F45, A46, G47, K48, Q49, L50, S65, L67, H68, 

L69, V70, L71, L73, and R74 were either attenuated or perturbed. The majority of these 

perturbed residues are located on the highly conserved, hydrophobic, concave surface of 

ubiquitin (Figure 21), which is defined by residues L8, I44, and V70, suggesting a similar 

mode of binding to the yeast UBZ domain as the human ubiquitin-UBZ domain 

interaction.  
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Figure 21: NMR titration reveals the ubiquitin interface for yeast pol η  UBZ 

A surface representation of ubiquitin (PDB code 1UBI). Perturbed or 
attenuated residues (yellow) are distributed along the canonical 
hydrophobic surface defined by residues L8, I44 and V70 (side chains 
highlighted in red and labeled). 
 

3.3.2 Mutational Studies of Conserved Cysteines and Histidines 

Knowing that the yeast UBZ domain is indeed a functional ubiquitin-binding 

domain and because of the unique sequence of the yeast UBZ domain, we aimed to 

determine the effects of the zinc-binding residues on the ability of Rad30 to function in 

TLS. Wild-type and mutant RAD30 genes were expressed under the control of their 

endogenous promoter from a low-copy vector. It is well established that the expressed 

wild-type RAD30 gene fully rescues the UV sensitivity of a rad30 null yeast strain (143), 

so each mutant construct was assayed for its ability to rescue the UV-sensitive 

phenotype of the rad30 null yeast strain.  
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Figure 22: UV sensitivity of yeast pol η  UBZ domain mutants 

The effect on UV sensitivity in a rad30 null background of plasmids 
carrying RAD30 (squares); specified mutants (triangles) or empty vector 
(circles). Error bars represent standard error. (A) H568L,H572L double 
mutant, red triangles. (B) H568L,H572L double mutant (red) causes 
greater loss of function than either H568A (orange) or H572A (green). (C) 
C552R,C553R double mutant (blue triangles). (D) Y571A (gray triangles).  
(E) Alanine mutations for PKLE sequence (open triangles). 
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The conserved cysteines in the yeast UBZ domain were substituted with 

arginine.  As depicted in Figure 22C, the C552R,C553R double mutant caused no defect 

in UV survival, demonstrating that the cysteines (and presumably zinc binding) are not 

required for UBZ function with respect to UV survival.  

Substitutions for each histidine (H568 and H572) with alanine and leucine were 

made. Like the C552R,C553R double mutant, individual mutations of either histidine 

(H568A, H568L, 572A or H572L) had no detrimental effect on the ability of pol η to 

rescue the UV-sensitive phenotype of the rad30 null strain (Figure 22B). By contrast, the 

double mutant H568L,H572L was unable to rescue the UV sensitivity of a rad30 null 

(Figure 22A). The dramatic increase in UV sensitivity caused by the H568L,H572L 

double mutant may be the result of the synergistically combined effects of altering both 

histidines. The H568L,H572L double mutant UBZ domain was also analyzed by CD 

spectroscopy to assess its structural properties (data not shown).  The CD spectrum of 

this domain contained minima around 220 nm and 205 nm, suggesting this mutant UBZ 

domain still retains some elements of secondary structure.  

The lack of significant effects by the cysteine mutations and the individual 

histidine mutants implies that disruption of zinc binding is probably not sufficient to 

cause the UV-sensitive phenotype observed in the H568L,H572L double mutant. These 

results are especially interesting in light of the study by Acharya et al. that found that a 

double substitution of alanines (rather than leucines) for both histidines caused no 

significant defect in UV survival at low UV doses (below 20 J/m2, which are notably 

lower than our UV assays) (140).  Thus, it appears that the loss of the histidines is not 

itself sufficient to cause the phenotypic defect of the H568L,H572L double mutant, but 
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rather that it is the presence of the more bulky leucines at both sites that impairs UBZ 

function.  

These results from S. cerevisiae are in contrast with the effects of substitution 

mutations at either of the conserved cysteines or one of the conserved histidines in 

human pol η, which result in a severe loss of function and disrupt the UBZ domain’s 

interaction with ubiquitin (43, 44). Based on the structure of the human UBZ domain, the 

histidine residues may not only be coordinating zinc, but also could be stabilizing the 

helical structure of the UBZ domain that recognizes ubiquitin. It is plausible that the 

H568L,H572L double mutant may cause a loss of function directly by interfering with 

the UBZ domain’s interaction surface with ubiquitin or indirectly by altering the 

structural elements of the UBZ domain necessary for ubiquitin recognition. 

Phenotypic effects were also assayed for residues within the S. cerevisiae pol η 

UBZ domain unlikely to be directly involved in zinc coordination. The conserved 

tyrosine residue (Y571) was substituted with alanine; for comparison, a less-conserved 

patch of residues N-terminal to the UBZ domain was also altered with substitution of 

alanines for P548, K549, and E551 (residues are highlighted in Figure 18).  Both of these 

mutations cause partial defects in UV survival (Figure 22D and E).  Y571, like the 

histidines, is expected to participate in the interaction of the human UBZ domain with 

ubiquitin or to stabilize the helical ubiquitin-binding structure.  By contrast, the PK-E 

residues are adjacent to the cysteine residues of the UBZ and are not expected to be 

involved directly in the ubiquitin interaction.  Substitution of these residues might 

partially destabilize the hydrophobic core of the UBZ domain.  Another possibility is 

that the K549 residue could be a site of modification by either SUMO or ubiquitin. This 

motif is similar to the SUMO conjugation consensus sequence (φKxE) (144), but there is 
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currently no evidence that pol η is SUMOylated. However, pol η is known to be 

covalently modified by ubiquitination, a ubiquitin association distinct from, but 

dependent on the UBZ domain; however, the human pol η ubiquitination sites are 

currently thought to be C-terminal to the UBZ domain in the NLS domain (M. Bienko, 

personal communication).  

3.3.3 Detection of Zinc Binding by the Yeast UBZ Domain 

Circular dichroism (CD) is a useful tool for monitoring the secondary structure 

elements of proteins. A technique based on differences in the absorption of right- and 

left-handed polarized light, signals in the far-UV CD spectra (in the 190-350 nm range) 

arise due to the peptide bonds of amino acids, especially when in the folded 

environment of a protein. Helical proteins exhibit characteristic CD spectra with minima 

around 205 and 222 nm, whereas β-sheets display a minimum around 217 nm. A protein 

with mixed helices, strands, and coiled coils will produce a spectrum with a 

combination of these elements. Circular dichroism was used to detect the role of zinc on 

the secondary structure of the yeast UBZ domain.  

The wavelength scan of the purified S. cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain (Figure 23) is 

indicative of a folded protein.   EDTA is a potent metal-chelating agent used often in 

molecular biology and protein studies. With the addition of EDTA to chelate zinc (or 

other metal ions), the secondary structure was greatly diminished. However, the 

secondary structure was restored after zinc sulfate was introduced back into the system, 

indicating that the S. cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain does bind zinc, and that the binding to 

zinc gives rise to secondary structure within the domain.  These results are consistent 

with the results of the equivalent experiment for the human UBZ domain, which also 
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lost secondary structure with the addition of EDTA, and then regained its secondary 

structure with the reincorporation of zinc.  

 

 

Figure 23: Both human and yeast UBZ domains bind zinc  

Wavelength scans of the yeast (left) and human (right) UBZ domain after 
purification (blue), with the addition of EDTA (red), and with the 
reincorporation of zinc sulfate (green). 
 

The strong negative band in a CD spectrum at 222 nm is largely dependent on 

the formation of the helix. Therefore, the 222 nm signal can be used to monitor the 

amount of folded helical structure within a protein throughout experiments, such as 

titrations, thermal melts or denaturation curves. Here, the CD signal at 222 nm was used 

to assess the thermal stability of the UBZ domains by monitoring the secondary 

structure with increasing temperature (Figure 24). Neither the yeast nor human UBZ 

domain showed a clear or cooperative transition from a folded to unfolded system, and 

the temperature melts from both human and yeast looked similar, making it difficult to 

draw any conclusion about their relative thermal stability.       
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Figure 24: Temperature melts of human and yeast UBZ domains 

Samples of the yeast (blue) and human (red) UBZ domains were 
monitored at 222 nm over a temperature range from 4 to 98° C.   

 

The presence of a metal ion and a 1:1 stoichiometry for the zinc and yeast UBZ 

domain were confirmed by a colorimetric-based 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR) assay 

(Figure 25), which measures the concentration of divalent metal cations in a protein. The 

yeast and human UBZ domains both bind a metal with a 1:1 stoichiometry. These results 

are in contrast to the negative controls, the yeast UBZ domain treated with EDTA and 

the yeast Rev1 UBM2 domain.  

 

Figure 25: PAR assay confirms the presence of zinc in the yeast UBZ domain 

A PAR assay shows that the yeast UBZ domain coordinates a divalent 
metal cation in approximately a 1:1 molar ratio.  The human UBZ domain 
was used as a positive control; EDTA-treated yeast UBZ domain and the 
yeast Rev1 UBM2 were assayed as negative controls.  
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ESI mass spectroscopy was also used to detect the presence of zinc. The yeast 

UBZ domain was analyzed under both denaturing and non-denaturing conditions, but 

zinc was not detected, even under native conditions, although the same assay was able 

to detect zinc bound to the human UBZ domain (Figure 5). The results revealed a 

protein with a molecular mass of 7376 Da in agreement with the theoretical value 7377.2, 

but the presence of zinc was not detected.  

 In light of the other experiments providing evidence for zinc binding by the UBZ 

domain, the failure to detect zinc by mass spectrometry suggests that the zinc binding of 

the yeast UBZ domain is substantially weaker than that of the human UBZ. Taken 

together, these results demonstrate that the yeast pol η UBZ domain does bind zinc, but 

has a much weaker affinity for zinc than the human UBZ domain. The yeast UBZ 

domain is likely weakly coordinating a zinc ion with three amino acids, which is 

unusual because zinc ions that are used for structural purposes are generally entirely 

coordinated by amino acids. It is possible that an oxygen atom from a water molecule 

could be serving as the final coordination site in the yeast pol η UBZ domain. This type 

of coordination is often seen in zinc-containing enzymes, where the zinc ion is 

coordinated by three amino acids and a water molecule that is used in catalysis (145).  

3.3.4 Dependency of Zinc for Ubiquitin Binding? 

In order to see if the human and/or yeast UBZ domains have a dependence on 

the zinc ion for binding to ubiquitin, an NMR titration experiment with EDTA was 

performed. 1H-15N HSQC spectra were initially obtained for yeast and human ubiquitin.  

A 1:1 ratio of unlabeled yeast or human UBZ domain was added and an additional 

HSQC spectrum was acquired. Resonances were perturbed in both the human and yeast 

ubiquitin spectra, indicating the presence of a binding reaction between the UBZ 
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domains and ubiquitin (Figure 26).  Next, saturating amounts of EDTA were added to 

chelate the zinc from the UBZ domains, followed by the acquisition of another HSQC 

spectrum. As shown in Figure 26, the human ubiquitin resonances returned to their 

original position, suggesting that the chelation of zinc abolished the binding of the 

human UBZ domain to ubiquitin.  By contrast, the yeast resonances remained in their 

perturbed (bound) positions, suggesting that the yeast UBZ domain binds to ubiquitin in 

a zinc-independent manner. The yeast UBZ domain is likely binding ubiquitin through 

its C-terminal α-helix, which remains at least partially folded in the absence of zinc. 

 

 

Figure 26: NMR titration of human and yeast ubiquitin-UBZ with EDTA 

1H-15N HSQC spectra of human (left) and yeast (right) ubiquitin. Free 
human or yeast ubiquitin is shown in black. The human or yeast UBZ 
domain was titrated into the human or yeast ubiquitin sample. Chemical 
shift perturbations were seen for both species, which are shown in red. A 
final spectrum (blue) was obtained after EDTA was added in order to 
coordinate the zinc from the system. The peaks returned to their original 
position in the human UBZ  
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The NMR data presented here are consistent with the mutagenesis results of the 

yeast UBZ domain showing that neither the cysteine mutant nor either single histidine 

mutant causes a dramatic UV survival phenotype. Altogether, these data allow for the 

conclusion that the ability of the S. cerevisiae pol η UBZ domain to interact with ubiquitin 

is independent of zinc coordination, which is in direct contrast to the human UBZ 

domain’s requirement of zinc for ubiquitin binding.  
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3.4 Discussion 
 Comparison of the phenotypes of different mutations affecting the UBZ domain 

of S. cerevisiae shows that this domain is critically required for pol η function, but that 

the putative zinc-binding residues within the UBZ domain are dispensable.  DNA 

damage tolerance can be severely impaired or abolished by the H568L, H572L double 

mutant presented here, by an L577Q mutation (142), or by substitution at the conserved 

aspartate D570 (78). By contrast, substitution mutations affecting either histidine alone 

(H568A, H568L, H572A or H572L) or both cysteines (C552R,C553R) caused little or no 

impairment of DNA damage tolerance. These results are in agreement with another 

concurrent study that similarly found that loss of the cysteine or histidine residues 

(C552A,C553A and H568A, H568L, H572A, or H572L mutations) did not cause a 

phenotypic defect (140).  

If the yeast pol η UBZ domain folds into a similar (although probably less stable) 

architecture as the human UBZ domain, the conserved histidine and tyrosine residues 

would be located on the helix, proximal to the ubiquitin interaction surface. Thus, 

substitutions at the histidines, H568 and H572, or at Y571, may interfere with the 

ubiquitin-binding surface directly or by altering the stability of the helix. The finding 

that the H568L,H572L double mutation causes a much greater defect than substitution 

for either histidine alone or of alanines for both (140) can be explained by a cumulative 

disruption of the structure of the ubiquitin-interacting face of the UBZ domain.  The 

cysteines, in contrast, are located away from the interface in human pol η’s UBZ domain, 

and would not be expected to have any direct effect on the interaction surface if zinc 

coordination is not required to stabilize the entire structure for its interaction with 
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ubiquitin. Altogether, the CD, survival, and NMR data reveal that the yeast UBZ domain 

does bind zinc, but this zinc binding is not critical for UBZ function.  

A classical DNA-binding zinc finger lacking the last chelating residue (CCHX) 

retained its ability to bind Zn2+ and displayed only a modest decrease in its DNA-

binding affinity (146). A similar phenomenon was seen in the ZF domain of NEMO, a 

structure that was recently solved and shown to bind ubiquitin through an architecture 

similar to the human UBZ domain. A CCHC-type zinc finger, the NEMO ZF uses three 

cysteines and one histidine to coordinate one zinc atom. Substitutions of the highly 

conserved last zinc-chelating residue were made (C417R/F/Y) within the ZF domain. 

The C417X mutants of the NEMO ZF retained their ability to bind zinc and maintain 

secondary structure, however the last turn of the α-helix became disordered. The NEMO 

ZF C417F mutant (a CCHX mutant) was monitored for its ability to bind zinc by NMR, 

fluorescence, and mass spectrometry (135).  Similar to the wild-type protein, the C417F 

mutant binds zinc with a 1:1 stoichiometry. Similar Kd values towards zinc were 

reported for both the wild-type (0.3 µM) and mutant (0.7 µM) constructs, revealing that 

only three residues are needed for coordinating zinc (135). These binding affinities 

towards zinc are much weaker than the Kd values of zinc-binding motifs found in 

transcription factors (in the range of 10−9–10−11 M) and in comparison to that of EDTA 

(10−16) (147). Nevertheless, similar binding affinities for the CCHX-mutant and wild-type 

ZF for zinc are not what we observe for the yeast and human UBZ domain (the affinity 

for zinc of the human UBZ is much tighter than that of the yeast UBZ), but nevertheless 

support our finding that an architectural zinc finger (not used in catalysis and not used 

in nucleic acid binding) can be functional with only three zinc-coordinating amino acids.  
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In conclusion, the yeast UBZ domain of pol η is capable of binding a zinc ion, 

although more weakly than the human UBZ domain. The presence of the zinc 

contributes to its secondary structure, but is not required for interacting with ubiquitin. 

It is unclear why the yeast UBZ domain does not need zinc to bind to ubiquitin, whereas 

the human yeast UBZ does. Nevertheless, our data helps to explain or support the 

seemingly contradictory data from the human and yeast UBZ domain C2H2 mutants.  
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4. DNA Polymerases ι  and Rev1 UBM Domains 

4.1 Background 
The accumulation of the TLS polymerases at the stalled replication fork is 

mediated by highly conserved ubiquitin-binding domains: notably, the ubiquitin-

binding zinc finger (UBZ) of pol η and pol κ and the ubiquitin-binding motif (UBM) of 

pol ι and Rev1 (43, 44). As described in Chapter 2, the UBZ domain is a C2H2 classical 

zinc finger that binds to the canonical surface of ubiquitin, defined by L8, I44, and V70 

(92). Whereas only one UBZ domain is found in pol η, there are two UBMs separated by 

~30-190 amino acids within the C-terminal regions of pol ι and Rev1. As shown in 

Figure 27, the UBMs in pol ι and Rev1 are separate from the polymerase catalytic 

domains and among several other regulatory domains (including the BRCT domain in 

Rev1 and the PIP domain in pol ι) that mediate protein-protein interactions.  

The UBM domains were originally identified by their unique ability to interact 

with an I44A ubiquitin mutant in a yeast two-hybrid screen and were predicted to be 

composed of two helical segments separated by an invariant “Leu-Pro” motif (43). In 

parallel to the UBZ domain function, the UBM is necessary for the accumulation of pol ι 

and Rev1 into damage-induced replication foci (43, 44, 77). Mutations within the UBMs 

of the polymerases do not alter the catalytic activity of the polymerase or its interaction 

with unmodified PCNA or other polymerases, but they impair their ability to function in 

vivo, presumably due to a decreased affinity for binding to monoubiquitinated PCNA or 

other ubiquitinated target (43, 44, 77, 148). Furthermore, Rev1 and pol ι are both 

monoubiquitinated and can also interact with each other (47, 109).  
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Figure 27: Schematic of polymerases Rev1 and pol ι  

Domain organization of Y-family polymerases containing UBMs. The 
polymerase domain is shown in black (composed of palm, finger, thumb, 
and little finger regions). The UBMs are shown in blue, and the PIP box of 
pol ι is shown in purple. Additional protein-protein interaction-
mediating domains are in various colors, as indicated in the figure 
legend. 

A specific catalytic function for pol ι is not well defined, and mice lacking pol ι 

have a normal phenotype (149). Pol ι localizes into replication foci after DNA damage, 

an event shown to be largely dependent upon pol η (108). Interestingly, pol ι is even 

more mobile than pol η, with a t1/2 of 0.09 s when uniformly distributed and 0.2 s in 

replication foci (75).  Human pol ι is a low-fidelity enzyme that incorporates dGMP 

opposite T 3 to 10 times more frequently than the correct nucleotide (150-152). In 

addition to its role as a TLS polymerase, pol ι has also been shown to exhibit a 5’-

deoxyribose lyase activity, and recent data suggests that pol ι has a role in base excision 

repair (BER) in protecting cells from oxidative damage (153). In both of its responses in 

BER and TLS, the recruitment of the polymerase to the DNA damage requires both its 

nuclear localization site (NLS) and UBMs (44, 153).  
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Rev1 is a deoxycytidyl transferase that incorporates dCMPs opposite template Gs 

and some DNA lesions, such as abasic sites in DNA and adducted Gs (154). 

Surprisingly, this unique polymerase activity does not appear to be required for Rev1 

function in TLS, as catalytically inactive mutants are still competent for TLS in vivo (47). 

Rev1 is notable among TLS polymerases for its numerous binding partners and 

possesses several protein-protein interaction modules. Rev1 function in mutagenic 

bypass requires an N-terminal BRCT (BRCA1 C-terminus) region and a C-terminal 

region that interacts with pols ι, κ,  and η (47, 109). Mutations within these domains 

disrupt the function of polymerase, presumably by abrogating interactions necessary for 

TLS. Rev1 is thought to participate in TLS by acting as a scaffold by recruiting proteins 

to the site of DNA damage to facilitate the process of lesion bypass. Rev1 is highly cell 

cycle regulated and its levels are maximal during the G2 phase of the cell cycle, rather 

than during S phase when replication occurs. Thus, Rev1 may recognize aberrant DNA 

structures and by virtue of its protein interaction domains, recruit other factors to 

promote TLS. Both UBM1 and UBM2 are necessary for function of mouse Rev1 (43, 77). 

Notably, mutations of UBM1 in S. cerevisiae Rev1 have no effect on Rev1-mediated 

survival or mutagenesis after UV-induced damage or MMS treatment, whereas 

inactivation of UBM2 eliminates Rev1 function in cell survival and mutagenesis 

following DNA damage (148). 
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Figure 28: Sequence alignment of UBM domains from various organisms 

Sequence alignment of UBMs. Conserved residues are highlighted, with 
the signature “Leu-Pro” motif in purple, hydrophobic residues in brown 
and negatively charged residues in red. Pol ι UBM2 mutations evaluated 
for ubiquitin binding and foci formation are labeled with blue circles, and 
Rev1 UBM2 mutants assayed for DNA damage response are indicated by 
purple asterisks. The listed genes are Homo sapiens (Hs) pol ι: AF245438; 
Mus musculus(Mm) pol ι: AAS75834; Hs Rev1 AAI30412; Mm Rev1 
AAF23323; Gallus gallus (Gg) Rev1 AAV80844; Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(Sc) Rev1: NP_014991.  

 

Two UBMs (each with a central LP motif), as shown in Figure 28, are found 

within the C-terminal parts of pol ι and Rev 1. Although both of the UBMs in pol ι bind 

to ubiquitin and are required for accumulation of pol ι in the replication foci, we show 

that only the second UBM of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rev1 (yeast Rev1) is a bona fide 

ubiquitin receptor and is required for cell survival and mutagenesis. To understand the 

molecular basis underlying the I44Ub-independent UBM-ubiquitin interaction and its role 

in translesion synthesis, the solution structures of the C-terminal UBM (UBM2) of 

human DNA pol ι and its complex with ubiquitin were determined. The binding 

between UBM2 and ubiquitin was probed by NMR and isothermal titration calorimetry 

(ITC). Point mutants that diminish UBM-ubiquitin binding also result in reduced 
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localization to replication foci for pol ι. Likewise, substitution of the corresponding 

ubiquitin-interacting residues in yeast Rev1 impairs Rev1 function in vivo.  
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Molecular Cloning 

 The DNA sequences corresponding to the UBM domains of human DNA Y-

polymerase ι (residues 491-530 for UBM1 or 674-715 for UBM2) were synthesized. The 

DNA sequences corresponding to either the UBM1 or UBM2 domain of Saccharomyces 

Cerevisae Rev1 (residues 747-786 for UBM1 or 804-857 for UBM2) were synthesized. For 

all UBM constructs, the PCR-amplified DNA was digested and ligated into a modified 

pET30 vector (EMD Biosciences, Inc., Madison, WI) between the BamHI and XhoI 

restriction sites to produce an N-terminal GB1- and C-terminal His6-fused UBM domain 

construct (155). The DNA sequences of human and yeast ubiquitin were PCR-amplified 

from a human cDNA library and cloned into the pET15b vector.  

 Point mutants of the pol ι and Rev1 UBMs and ubiquitin were prepared using 

the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The presence of 

the correct inserts of these constructs was confirmed by DNA sequencing. A low-copy 

pRS416-REV1 plasmid was used for the yeast assays (148). 

 A pol ι-UBZ chimera was constructed with the UBZ sequence of human pol η 

swapped for the UBM2 sequence in pEYFP-pol ι. The PCR products from the UBZ 

sequence with overhangs of the pol ι sequence were used as megaprimers for the 

mutagenesis of the pEYFP-pol ι plasmid (156). The correct UBZ sequence in place of the 

UBM2 was confirmed by DNA sequencing. 

4.2.2 Protein Purification  

 The GB1-fused UBM constructs were overexpressed in Escherichia coli 

BL21(DE3) STAR cells (Invitrogen). Bacterial cells were induced with 0.25 mM IPTG at 

20 ºC for 18 hours. Cells from a 1 L culture were collected by centrifugation and lysed by 
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French press in 25 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, pH=8). Cell 

lysates were cleared by centrifugation and loaded onto a Ni2+-NTA column (Qiagen). 

The UBM domain was eluted with at least five column volumes of elution buffer (50 mM 

phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH=8). The elution fractions containing 

protein were concentrated with Amicon Ultra-15 Filters (3000 Da cutoff, Millipore). The 

protein was finally purified by size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex 75, GE 

Healthcare) with a buffer containing 25 mM phosphate, 100 mM KCl, pH=7. The His6 

tag was not removed for the GB1-UBM constructs. Of note, the GB1-UBM samples 

overexpressed tremendously well, although were only stable for about two weeks before 

signs of degradation were seen (as extra peaks in an NMR spectra and later with 

observable cloudiness within the sample). For the Rev1 UBM purification, the C-

terminal His6 tag was cleaved from the rest of the protein by digestion with Precision 

protease.  

Both human and yeast ubiquitin were cloned into the pET15b vector (EMD 

Biosciences, Inc.) as N-terminally His6-tagged proteins and were overexpressed in and 

purified from bacterial cells, as described in Chapter 2. The His6-tag of ubiquitin was 

removed by thrombin cleavage. For NMR studies, isotopically enriched proteins were 

overexpressed in M9 minimal media using 15N-NH4Cl and 13C-glucose as the sole 

nitrogen and carbon sources (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories). All NMR samples were 

exchanged into a buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM KCl, and 10% 

D2O or 100% D2O (pH=7.0) before experiments. UBM and ubiquitin point mutants were 

overexpressed and purified similarly to the wild-type proteins. 

4.2.3 Analytical Ultracentrifugation  

 The molecular weight of the free UBM2 domain in 25 mM phosphate, 100 mM KCl 
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(pH=7.0) was estimated by sedimentation equilibrium at 16,000 and 20,000 rpm at 20 °C 

on a Beckman model XL-A Analytical Ultracentrifuge. The vbar of the protein and ρ of 

the solvent at 20 °C were estimated to be 0.7255 and 1.0065, respectively, by the 

SEDNTRP program. The protein was examined at several concentrations (37.5 µM and 

75 µM) and monitored by the absorbance at 292 nm. Nonlinear least square curves were 

generated by the IDEAL-1 program (Beckman). The analytical centrifugation experiment 

was performed by Harvey Sage (Duke University). 

4.2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

  NMR experiments were conducted at 25 ºC using Varian INOVA 600 or 800 

MHz spectrometers. The 1H-15N steady-state NOE experiments were performed 

according to (157). For the free UBM2 and the UBM2-ubiquitin complex, backbone 

resonances were assigned by standard 3D triple-resonance experiments, and side chain 

resonances were assigned using 3D HCCH-TOCSY and 15N or 13C separate NOESY-

HSQC experiments (158). Intermolecular NOEs were initially identified by recording (1) 

[F1] 13C-purged, [F2] 13C-separated NOESY-HSQC spectra in D2O and (2) [F1] 13C-

selected, [F2] 15N-separated NOESY-HSQC in H2O using samples of the 

UBM2/ubiquitin complex with one component 13C-labeled and the other component 

15N-labeled.  Additional intermolecular NOEs were obtained from regular 13C- or 15N-

separated NOESY-HSQC experiments using uniformly 13C/15N-labeled UBM2/ubiquitin 

samples. Residual dipolar couplings (1DHN, 1DHαCα) of free UBM2 and the UBM2-

ubiquitin complex were determined from the difference in couplings between an 

isotropic and a liquid crystalline Pf1 phage sample. A 2D 1H-15N IPAP experiment (120) 

and a modified, JHαCα-coupled (HACACO)NH experiment (159) were used to measure 

the 1DHN and 1DHαCα couplings, respectively. NMR data were processed by NMRPIPE (113) 
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and analyzed with XEASY/CARA (114). NOE cross peaks were analyzed with a 

combination of manual and automated assignment and converted into distance 

constraints using the CALIBRATION module in CYANA (115). Dihedral angles were 

derived from the combined input of TALOS analysis of chemical shift information, and 

analysis of local NOE patterns (117). Initial structures were generated with CYANA (115) 

and then refined using XPLOR-NIH (122). Because the NOE-based structural ensemble of 

UBM2 did not display noticeable conformational changes in the ubiquitin-bound 

complex, both sets of RDCs of UBM2 were used for the refinement of free UBM2 and the 

UBM2-ubiquitin complex. 

The final structural ensembles (25 structures) of UBM2 or the UBM2-ubiquitin 

complex display no NOE violations > 0.5 Å and no dihedral angle violations > 5 °. The 

quality of these structures can be evaluated in Tables 4 and 5.  

4.2.5 Chemical Shift Perturbation  

 Unlabeled human or yeast ubiquitin was titrated with increasing molar ratios 

into a 0.5 mM sample of the 15N-labeled human pol ι or yeast REV1 UBM domain, 

respectively. A reciprocal titration was done with the unlabeled UBM domain added to 

15N-labeled ubiquitin. Normalized chemical shift changes (Δδ) were calculated as 

 for each molar ratio (M).  

4.2.6 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

 Wild-type or mutant human ubiquitin (final concentrations of 3-6 mM range) 

was titrated into a solution of the pol ι UBM domain (wild-type and mutants, 0.3-0.6 

mM range) in a buffer containing 25 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.0. Thirty 

injections of 10 µl each were performed at 25 ºC using a VP-ITC Microcalorimeter 
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(MicroCal), and data were analyzed using the Origin software assuming one-site 

binding (Origin Lab). 

4.2.7 Localization Experiments 

 MRC5 cells were grown on coverslips and transfected with Fugene 6 (Roche). 

Next, 48-72 hours after transfection, cells were washed in PBS and fixed in 2% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20 minutes at room temperature. For EYFP-pol ι samples, 

after two washes in PBS, coverslips were mounted on aqueous mounting medium 

(Biomeda) containing DAPI (Molecular Probes) placed on a glass holder. For FLAG-

tagged constructs of mouse pol ι after being fixed, cells were permeabilized for 10 

minutes at room temperature, with a 0.2% Triton-X-100 solution in PBS. Samples were 

blocked overnight at 4°C in PBS containing 5% BSA and 0.1% Tween-20. Primary and 

secondary antibodies were diluted in the blocking solution, and washes were performed 

in PBS with 0.1% Tween-20. The primary, anti-FLAG antibodies were purchased from 

Sigma (M2 Cat. No. F3165), and the secondary anti-mouse Cy3-conjugated antibodies 

were from Jackson ImmunoResearch (Cat. No. 715-165-150). Images were acquired using 

a ZEISS LSM 510 META laser-scanning microscope. For quantification of the percentage 

of cells with pol ι foci formation, 1500 nuclei were scored overall for each construct. A 

Student’s t-test was used to compare different constructs. These experiments were done 

by Magda Bienko (Ivan Dikic’s lab, Goethe University).  

4.2.8 DNA Damage Sensitivity and Mutagenesis Assays 

 The S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are derivatives of W1588-4A, which 

are W303 strains corrected for RAD5 (160). The rev1Δ strain was constructed by moving 

the rev1::kanMX4 cassette from the deletion library into W15488-4A. For the MMS and 

UV sensitivity assays, three independent colonies of each strain were grown in Synthetic 
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Complete (SC) media lacking uracil (SC-Ura) and supplemented with 2% glucose at 30 

°C to a density of ~2×107 cells/mL. Serial dilutions of the cells were plated on SC-Ura 

media containing 0.018% MMS. For UV sensitivity assays, appropriately diluted cells 

plated on SC-Ura media were irradiated at 1 J/m2/s for 30 seconds using a G15T8 UV 

lamp (General Electric) at 254 nm to produce a UV dose of 30 J/m2. Colonies were 

counted after growing the cells for 2 days at 30°C. 

For UV reversion assays, three independent colonies of each strain were grown 

at 30 °C in SC-Ura media to a density of ~2×108 cells/mL. Appropriate dilutions of the 

cells were plated on SC media to monitor survival. Mutation frequencies were analyzed 

by plating undiluted aliquots on SC-Ade to score for reversion of the ade2-1 allele. Cells 

were exposed to a low dose of UV irradiation (1 J/m2/s for 15 seconds using a G15T8 

UV lamp at 254 nm) and grown for 3-4 or 6-7 days at 30 °C in the dark for survival or 

mutagenesis assays, respectively. The reversion frequencies were calculated by 

subtracting the spontaneous value from the frequency obtained at the 15 J/m2 UV dose.  

These experiments were conducted by Sanjay D’Souza (Graham Walker’s lab, 

MIT). 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 UBM Sample Preparation and Characterization  

Both pol ι and Rev1 contain two highly conserved UBMs in the C-terminal part 

of the protein. Initial attempts to purify the UBMs alone or as GST-fusion proteins were 

unsuccessful. For increased solubility and stability the UBMs from human pol ι and 

yeast Rev1 were individually purified as GB1-fusion proteins and monitored for their 

interaction with ubiquitin by NMR titration (155).  

A series of HSQC spectra was acquired individually for the 15N-labeled human 

pol ι UBM1 or UBM2 domains alone and with the addition of unlabeled human 

ubiquitin (Figure 29). The progressive perturbation of a subset of the UBM resonances 

indicated that both UBM1 and UBM2 of human pol ι are functional ubiquitin-binding 

domains.  Based on the dispersion of the HSQC spectra and the amino acid content of 

the UBM domains, the UBM2 domain was selected for further characterization and 

structural studies. 
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Figure 29: NMR titration of UBM domains of pol ι  with ubiquitin 

1H-15N HSQC spectra of human pol ι UBM1 (left) and UBM2 (right) with 
increasing amounts of ubiquitin. Initial and final points of titrations are 
depicted in black and red, respectively. 

 

When unlabeled ubiquitin was added to the 15N-labeled GB1-UBM2 sample, 

resonances from numerous residues were perturbed. Notably, all of these perturbed 

residues are localized to UBM2 and not to the GB1 solubility tag, as depicted in Figure 

30. This experiment is an important control before starting structure determination with 

a solubility enhancement tag to ascertain that the tag is not interfering with the fused 

protein (UBM2), the binding partner (ubiquitin), or the interaction between the fused 

protein and its binding partner. 
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Figure 30: Chemical shift perturbation of UBM2 by ubiquitin 

Chemical shift perturbations of the UBM2 domain plotted against residue 
number. Residues with chemical shift changes greater than 2σ and 1 σ 
from the average are shown in orange (significantly perturbed) and 
yellow (perturbed), respectively. The red arrow indicates the end of the 
N-terminal GB1 solubility enhancement tag and the start of the UBM2 
domain. The residue number corresponds to our NMR numbering system 
for GB1-UBM2. The first 56 amino acids are from GB1 and the remaining 
C-terminal residues are from UBM2.   

 

 

A reciprocal NMR titration experiment was employed to map the binding 

surface of ubiquitin to the pol ι UBM2 domain. Unlabeled UBM2 domain was added 

stepwise into a 15N-labeled ubiquitin sample, and a series of 1H-15N HSQC spectra were 

acquired. Several residues of ubiquitin, including T7, L8, I13, T14, R42, F45, A46, G47, 

K48, Q49, H68, and L71, were either attenuated or significantly perturbed (> 2σ); 

additionally, residues L43, L67, and L69 were also perturbed (> 1σ). The majority of 

these perturbed residues are located on the highly conserved, hydrophobic, concave 

surface of ubiquitin defined by residues L8, I44, and V70 (Fig 31).  
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Figure 31: Chemical shift perturbation of ubiquitin by UBM2 

Chemical shift perturbations of ubiquitin plotted against residue number. 
Residues with chemical shift changes greater than 2σ and 1 σ from the 
average are shown in orange (significantly perturbed) and yellow 
(perturbed), respectively.  

 

 

 In addition to structure determination, NMR can be used to study protein 

dynamics on a wide time scale, including methods for characterizing the backbone and 

side chain dynamics of proteins in solution. For example, the local dynamics of a protein 

can be characterized by the 1H−15N steady-state nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) 

experiment, which is sensitive to motions on a picosecond to nanosecond time scale. A 

pair of experiments is recorded: in one, the H spin is sufficiently saturated, and in the 

second, the H spin is unsaturated.  The intensities of the resonances in the two 

experiments can be compared to provide information about the motion of individual N-

H bond vectors. Values for the saturated/unsaturated ratio near 1.0 indicate a lack of 
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such motions, and lower values suggest increased local flexibility.  

 A 1H-15N steady-state NOE experiment was collected for free UBM2, UBM2 in 

complex with ubiquitin, free ubiquitin, and ubiquitin in complex with UBM2 at 600 

MHz (157). Except for regions at their termini and the linker region between the GB1 tag 

and the UBM2 domain, both ubiquitin and UBM2 are quite rigid (Figures 32 and 33). 

 The steady-state NOE data, in conjunction with the NMR titration of the GB1-

UBM2 fusion protein with ubiquitin (Figure 30), indicated that the GB1 tag and UBM2 

are separate entities and connected by a flexible linker. The GB1 tag is not binding to 

ubiquitin, nor interfering with the ubiquitin-UBM2 binding interface. The establishment 

of linker flexibility between the solubility tag and fusion protein and the lack of 

interference by the solubility tag are two critical prerequisites for further structural 

studies on fusion-tagged proteins. 
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Figure 32: Summary of 1H-15N steady-state NOE data for ubiquitin 

1H-15N Steady-State NOE data for ubiquitin free (top, red) and bound to 
UBM2 (bottom, blue). Y-axes show the intensity ratio of the saturated to 
unsaturated experiment. X-axes indicate the residue number of ubiquitin.  
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Figure 33: Summary of 1H-15N steady-state NOE data for pol ι  UBM2 

1H-15N Steady-State NOE data for GB1-UBM2 free (top, red) and bound to 
ubiquitin (bottom, blue). Y-axes show the intensity ratio of the saturated 
to unsaturated experiment. X-axes indicate the residue number of UBM2. 
The linker region is composed of residues 57 and 58.  
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 Analytical ultracentrifugation was performed to determine the oligomeric state of 

the UBM domain at various protein concentrations. Figure 34 shows a nonlinear least 

squares fit of the curve generated by sedimentation equilibrium. The molecular mass of 

UBM2 was in the range of 12 +/- 0.6 kDa at concentrations of 37.5 and 75 µM as 

compared with a known monomer molecular mass of 12.4 kDa. This suggests that the 

UBM2 domain exists in solution primarily as a monomer under these conditions, which 

are identical to those used in structure determination and binding studies. 

 

Figure 34: UBM2 is a monomer in solution 

A pattern of the analytical ultracentrifugation data is shown for a 75 µM 
solution run at 16,000 rpm and at 20 °C. The best fit molecular weight was 
12,662 Da (expected 12,400 Da).  

 

4.3.2 Solution Structure of Human Pol ι  UBM2  

NMR was used to elucidate the solution structure of the human pol ι UBM2 

(Figure 35). Except for residues at the termini, UBM2 is well structured, with a mean 

pair-wise RMSD of 0.38 Å and 1.15 Å for the backbone and heavy atoms of residues 676-

707, respectively. Additional statistics on the structural ensemble are given in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Structural statistics for pol ι  UBM2 

 

 Structural Statistics for pol ι UBM2 (25 structures)a 
NOE distance restraints   846 

Intra-residue  284 
Sequential (|i-j| =1)  193 
Medium-range (|i-j| ≤4)  233 

i, i+2  73 
i, i+3  117 
i, i+4  43 

Long-range (|i-j| ≥ 5)  120 
Hydrogen bondsb  16 

Dihedral angle constraintsc  76 
Residual dipolar couplings   

1DNH
free  28 

1DCH
free  29 

1DNH
complex  23 

1DCH
complex  18 

Dipolar coupling R-factors d   
1DNH

free (%)   7.0±0.5 
1DCH

free (%)  14.4±1.1 
1DNH

complex (%)   7.1±0.4 
1DCH

complex (%)  13.7±0.8 
   
Ramachandran plote   

Favored region (98%)  96.1 
Allowed region (>99.8%)  99.2 

Deviations from idealized 

geometry 

  
Bonds (Å)  0.00182 ± 0.00014 
Angles (˚)  0.42 ± 0.02 
Impropers (˚)  0.35 ± 0.02 

Mean pair wise RMSD (676-707pol ι)   
Backbone   0.38 Å 
Heavy Atoms   1.15 Å 

a No structure exhibits distance violations greater than 0.5 Å or dihedral angle 
violations greater than 5° . 
b One constraint per hydrogen bond (dHN-O ≤ 2.0 Å) is implemented for helical structures. 
c Dihedral angle constraints were generated by TALOS based on backbone atom chemical 
shifts, and by analysis of NOE patterns (117). 
d R-factor for residual dipolar coupling is defined as the ratio of the RMSD values 
between observed and calculated values to the expected RMSD if the vectors were 
randomly distributed (125). 

e MOLPROBITY was used to assess the quality of the structures (126). 
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Figure 35: Solution structure of human pol ι  UBM2 

Structure of human pol ι UBM2. (Left) Backbone traces of the NMR ensemble of 
25 structures. Helices and loops are colored in red and grey respectively. (Right) 
Ribbon diagram. Core aromatic residues are shown in the stick model. 
 

The structure of UBM2 consists of two amphipathic helices that are supported by 

an N-terminal loop extending across the C-terminal helix at a perpendicular angle. The 

N-terminal loop adopts a typical β-strand conformation, with the side chains of two 

hydrophobic residues (I677 and F679) juxtaposed to interact with the hydrophobic 

surfaces of the two helices (α1 and α2) following it. Helix 1 contains a single turn (P685 

to F688) and is positioned at a sharp angle with respect to the N-terminal loop. The 

stability of this short helix is greatly enhanced by the presence of two prototypical N-

terminal helix cap residues (161), D684 and P685, with the side chain of D684 forming 

hydrogen bonds with the amides of Q686 and V687. The C-terminal helix (α2) is 

significantly longer than helix 1, extending from residue E693 to R705. The two helices 

lie within a plane at an angle of ~50-60 degree, and they are connected by a short loop 

containing the signature “Leu-Pro” motif poised for interaction with ubiquitin. The two 

helices and the N-terminal loop are packed together by the interactions of a core of 

aromatic residues, including F679 of the loop, F688 of α1, and W703 of α2 (Figure 35); 
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the stability of this aromatic core is further supported by surrounding hydrophobic 

residues including I677 of the loop, I683, Y689, and L691 flanking helix 1, and V695, 

L699, L700 of helix 2 (Figure 35).  

Although many of the hydrophobic residues observed in human pol ι UBM2 are 

highly conserved among all UBMs, W703 of helix 2 is frequently replaced by a Lys 

residue in UBM1 (Figure 28, suggesting that helix 2 of these UBMs may be substantially 

shorter than that of pol ι UBM2. Notably, an analysis of the UBM2 structure with the 

DALI server did not identify any known structure with a similar fold. 

4.3.3 Ubiquitin Recognition by Human Pol ι  UBM2  

After solving the UBM2 structure alone, in order to understand the molecular 

basis for the I44-independent ubiquitin recognition by the UBM, the solution structure of 

the human pol ι UBM2-ubiquitin complex was determined by NMR.  

4.3.3.1 Optimizing Sample Conditions 

The NMR titrations of the UBM2 with ubiquitin (Figure 29) indicate that the 

UBM2-ubiquitin complex is in the intermediate-to-fast regime. In fast exchange, a single 

peak is found in between the free and bound positions as a population-weighted 

average of the two states. In intermediate exchange, the exchange rate is equivalent to 

the frequency difference between the free and bound states, resulting in very broad and 

usually nonobservable signals. To work around the exchange issues of broadened peaks, 

it was advantageous to use one component in excess of the other in order to ensure that 

the signals were all actually visible (not exchange broadened), and arising from the 

bound state and not as an average between the free and bound states.  

Selective labeling was employed to simplify the spectra of the UBM2-ubiquitin 

complex. These samples contained either UBM2 or ubiquitin labeled and the other 
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component unlabeled and in saturating amounts. The preparation of several selectively 

labeled samples significantly helped in the assignment process, although it required 

twice as many protein preps and NMR time.  

The backbone and side chain assignments were made individually for the UBM 

and ubiquitin components (with one protein labeled (~1 mM) and the other unlabeled 

with a four-fold excess (~4 mM)). The 13C-1H and 15N-1H NOESY experiments were 

performed on selectively labeled samples (as described above with one protein labeled 

and the other unlabeled and in excess) and also for a uniformly labeled UBM-ubiquitin 

complex with the individual components in a 1:1 ratio, but at high concentrations (~3 

mM each). Both of these methods ensured that >90% of the resonances were in their 

bound form. With all of these different data sets, we were able to solve the structure 

using NOE-derived distance constraints between the two interacting partners. Although 

isotope-edited experiments were also recorded and analyzed, final structure calculations 

were based on non-filtered NOESY data. The RDC data was also collected on selectively 

labeled samples (one protein labeled and the other unlabeled and in excess).  

4.3.3.2 Structure of UBM2-Ubiquitin Complex 

The solution structure of the pol ι UBM2-ubiquitin was determined with 3977 

NOEs (including 189 intermolecular NOEs), 270 dihedral angles, and 214 residual 

dipolar coupling constraints. Except for residues at both termini, the UBM2-ubiquitin 

complex is well structured, with mean RMSD values of 0.30 Å and 0.83 Å for the 

backbone and heavy atoms, respectively, of residues 676-707 of pol ι and 1-74 of 

ubiquitin. A final structural ensemble of 25 structures (Figure 36) was generated with no 

NOE violations > 0.5 Å and no dihedral angle violations > 5°. The quality and statistics 

of these structures can be evaluated in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Structural statistics for UBM2-ubiqutin complex 

Structural Statistics for the pol ι UBM2-ubiquitin complex (25 structures)a 

NOE distance restraints (residue 59-

108) 

 3977 
Intra-residue  708 
Sequential (|i-j| =1)  906 
Medium-range (|i-j| ≤4)  824 

i, i+2  299 
i, i+3  315 
i, i+4  210 

Long-range (|i-j| ≥ 5)  1296 
Hydrogen bondsb  54 
Intermolecular   189 

Dihedral angle constraintsc  270 
Residual dipolar couplings   

1DNH
complex-ubiquitin  61 

1DCH
complex-ubiquitin  55 

1DNH
complex-ubm2  23 

1DCH
complex-ubm2  18 

1DNH
free-ubm2  28 

1DCH
free-ubm2  29 

Dipolar coupling R-factors d   
1DNH

complex-ubiquitin (%)  4.2±0.3 
1DNH

complex-ubiquitin (%)  16.0±0.7 
1DNH

complex-ubm2 (%)   6.3±0.6 
1DNH

complex-ubm2 (%)  16.4±0.9 
1DNH

free-ubm2 (%)   7.7±0.4 
1DCH

free-ubm2 (%)  19.3±1.2 
   
Ramachandran plote   

Favored region (98%)  96.2 
Allowed region (>99.8%)  100.0 

Deviations from idealized geometry   
Bonds (Å)  0.0018 ± 0.0001 
Angles (˚)  0.38 ± 0.01 
Impropers (˚)  0.34 ± 0.01 

Mean pair wise RMSD (676-707pol ι; 

1-74ubi) 

  
Backbone   0.30 Å 
Heavy Atoms  0.83 Å 

a No structure exhibits distance violations greater than 0.5 Å or dihedral angle violations 
greater than 5° . 
b One constraint per hydrogen bond (dHN-O ≤ 2.0 Å) is implemented for helical structures. 
c Dihedral angle constraints were generated by TALOS based on backbone atom chemical 
shifts, and by analysis of NOE patterns (117). 
d R-factor for residual dipolar coupling is defined as the ratio of the RMSD values 
between observed and calculated values to the expected RMSD if the vectors were 
randomly distributed (125). 
e MOLPROBITY was used to assess the quality of the structures (126).  
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Figure 36: Solution structure of the human pol ι  UBM2-ubiquitin complex 

 
(A) Backbone traces of the NMR ensemble of 25 structures. Strands, 
helices and loops are colored in blue, red, and grey, respectively. (B) 
Ribbon diagram of the complex, with UBM2 in pale green and ubiquitin 
in orange. Side chains of ubiquitin-interacting residues are shown in the 
stick model. 
 
 

Comparison of the structures of free UBM2, free ubiquitin (1D3Z) and the UBM2-

ubiquitin complex yielded average ensemble backbone RMSD values of 0.45 Ǻ for 

UBM2 and 0.53 Ǻ for ubiquitin, suggesting that neither ubiquitin nor UBM2 displayed a 

significant conformational change upon complex formation.  

The ubiquitin moiety adopts an α/β roll topology with a long α-helix and a 

smaller 310-helix packing against a β-sheet containing five strands. The canonical 

hydrophobic surface, located centrally on the solvent-exposed surface of the β-sheet and 

known for interacting with most ubiquitin-binding domains, is recognized by residues 

from the two helices of UBM2; however, the overall binding area is noticeably shifted 

toward L8 instead of centering at I44 (Figure 37), a critical residue for most ubiquitin-

binding domain (UBD)-ubiquitin interactions (29).  
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A set of hydrophobic residues of UBM2, including I683 located to the N-terminal 

of helix 1, V687, F688 of helix 1, L691 and P692 of the invariant “Leu-Pro” motif 

connecting helices α1 and α2, and V695, L699, and W703 of α2, form a network of 

hydrophobic interactions encircling L8 and V70 of ubiquitin. This core binding interface 

is flanked by peripheral hydrophobic interactions formed between V687, L691, P692 and 

V695 of UBM2 and I44 and the aliphatic side chains of K6 and H68 of ubiquitin. The 

previously discovered “Leu691-Pro692” motif of UBM2 plays an important role in 

supporting ubiquitin binding, with the side chains of L691 inserting into the 

hydrophobic pocket of ubiquitin defined by L8, I44, H68 and V70, and P692 nudging 

into the shallow surface groove formed by I44, G47 and Q49.  A subset of intermolecular 

NOEs are in Figures 38 and 39. 

 

 

Figure 37: Ubiquitin-binding interface with human pol ι  UBM2 

 
Side view (A) and front view (B) of the ubiquitin-binding interface on 
UBM2 depict an interaction network centered at L8, instead of I44, of 
ubiquitin. The UBM2 is depicted in green and ubiquitin is shown in 
orange. Side chains of UBM2-interacting residues are shown in the stick 
model on ubiquitin.  
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Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to measure the thermodynamic 

parameters of the ubiquitin-UBM interaction. Notably, the UBM-ubiquitin binding 

reaction was endothermic, in contrast to the exothermic UBZ-ubiquitin association. The 

binding affinity for wild-type UBM2 and ubiquitin was determined to be ~15 µM by 

ITC. This moderate-affinity binding constant is characteristic of the association of other 

UBDs with ubiquitin (Kd~10-500 µM), although a bit tighter than most, including the 

UBZ domain (~75 µM) (22). ITC measurements showed that alanine substitution of 

either L691 or P692 significantly reduced the UBM2-ubiquitin binding, and 

L691A/P692A abolished the interaction (Table 6). Consistent with the structurally 

observed L8-centric mode of interaction, mutation of L8AUb completely abolished the 

UBM2-ubiquitin interaction; mutation of V70AUb reduced the binding affinity to 167 µM; 

whereas the I44A or H68A ubiquitin mutants had the least effect on the UBM2-binding 

affinity (83 or 62 µM, respectively) compared to the wild-type ubiquitin (15 µM; Table 1). 

Likewise, alanine substitution of the complementary hydrophobic residues in UBM2, 

including I683, V687, V695 and L699, all reduced the UBM2-ubiquitin binding affinity 

and the L691A/P692A double mutation abolished the interaction (Table 6). 

 To evaluate if these point mutations also affected the UBM2 structure, we 

recorded the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of a subset of the mutants. The D684A, V687A, 

L691A, P692A, and V695A UBM2 mutants displayed 1H-15N HSQC spectra similar to 

that of the wild-type protein. By contrast, there were large changes within the 1H-15N 

HSQC spectrum of the F688A UBM2 mutant (data not shown), which appears to be both 

an essential residue both for the ubiquitin binding and the proper folding of UBM2. The 

1H-15N HSQC spectrum of the L691A/P692A UBM2 double mutant also revealed 

extensive resonance perturbation for many residues distant to the mutated Leu691-Pro692 
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motif, suggesting that the abolished ubiquitin-binding affinity of this double mutant 

likely reflects the combined effect of an interference of the ubiquitin-interacting interface 

and a disruption of the UBM2 structure.  

 

 

 

Figure 38: Intermolecular NOEs reveal UBM-ubiquitin interface 

(A) Representative strips of intermolecular NOE cross peaks between 
UBM2 (labeled) and ubiquitin (unlabeled) from the [F1] 13C-purged, [F2] 
13C-separated NOESY-HSQC spectra. Red asterisks indicate proton 
diagonal positions. (B) Overview and (C) detailed view of UBM2 (green)-
ubiquitin (orange) interface.  

 

 

 

 The interaction between ubiquitin and UBM2 also appears to depend critically on 

the stability of the N-terminal short helix in UBM2. Substitution of D684, an N-cap 

residue of helix 1 in UBM2, disrupted the UBM2-ubiquitin binding. In addition to the 
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structural role of D684 as a helix cap, its amide group forms a hydrogen bond with the 

carbonyl group of L8 of ubiquitin, thus providing an anchoring point for ubiquitin 

binding. Supporting this observation, numerous intermolecular NOEs were observed 

between the amide group of D684 of UBM2 and the Hα and Hβ protons of L8, Hα and 

Hβ of T9, and Hα2 and Hα3 G10 of ubiquitin (Figure 39). Additionally, the side chain of 

E690, a residue immediately before the “Leu-Pro” motif, forms a hydrogen bond with 

the side chain of H68 and is well positioned to form a salt bridge with K6 of ubiquitin.  

 

 

 

Figure 39: UBM2-ubiquitin intermolecular NOEs 

(A) Representative strips of intermolecular NOE cross peaks between 
UBM2 (unlabeled) and ubiquitin (labeled) from the [F1] 13C-purged, [F2] 
13C-separated NOESY-HSQC spectra. Red asterisks indicate proton 
diagonal positions. (B) Overview and (C) detailed view of UBM2 (green)-
ubiquitin (orange) interface. 
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4.3.4 Ubiquitin Binding of Rev1 UBMs 

 Interestingly, titration of 15N-labeled S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBMs with unlabeled 

yeast ubiquitin only perturbed the resonances of UBM2 (Figure 40B), but not UBM1 

(Figure 40A), suggesting that UBM2 but not UBM1 is the functional ubiquitin-binding 

domain in S. cerevisiae Rev1. This in vitro observation is consistent with previous results 

showing that mutation of the highly conserved “Leu-Pro” motif in the S. cerevisiae Rev1 

UBM1 does not affect its function in vivo whereas mutation of the same motif in UBM2 

has profound defects on the survival and mutagenesis of cells following DNA damage 

(77, 148).  

 

 

Figure 40: Yeast Rev1 UBM1 and UBM2 titrations with ubiquitin 

S. cerevisiae (Sc) Rev1 UBM2, but not UBM1, is a bona fide ubiquitin-
binding domain. 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Sc Rev1 15N-labeled UBM1 (A) 
and UBM2 (B) alone (black) and with saturating quantities of unlabeled 
yeast ubiquitin (red). 
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The solution structure of the pol ι UBM2-ubiquitin complex provides a molecular 

framework to explain why S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM1 does not bind ubiquitin, whereas its 

UBM2 does. A sequence alignment of the UBM motifs amongst Rev1 and pol ι shows 

that the Rev1 UBM1 domain contains nearly all of the highly conserved residues, 

including the invariant “Leu-Pro” motif and numerous residues along the ubiquitin-

binding interface (Figure 28). However, two functionally important residues are 

noticeably different in the Rev1 UBM1. The first residue is D684 in UBM2 of pol ι, which 

is replaced by T756 in S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM1. This highly conserved Asp residue 

(occasionally replaced by Glu) serves as an N-cap to stabilize the short helix (α1) in 

UBM, and its substitution by Ala disrupted UBM2-ubiquitin binding (Table 6). Although 

Thr is also a good helix cap, as its hydroxyl group can form a hydrogen bond to the 

helix, its side chain methyl group is positioned to generate van der Waals clashes with 

the β1-β2 loop of ubiquitin, thus interfering with ubiquitin binding. Indeed, the binding 

affinity of the D684T mutant of the human pol ι UBM2 (>400 µM) was significantly 

reduced from the wild-type protein (15 µM; Table 6). Similarly, replacing the highly 

conserved V687, which interacts with L8 of ubiquitin, with an Ala residue (A759) in S. 

cerevisiae Rev1 UBM1 is expected to impair ubiquitin binding. Indeed, the V687A pol ι 

UBM2 mutant displayed a reduced binding affinity for ubiquitin (94 µM; Table 6).     

Several attempts at constructing a S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM1 with a ubiquitin-

binding gain of function were unsuccessful. A T756D and a T756D, A759V construct 

were made, and NMR titrations with ubiquitin were performed. No chemical shift 

perturbation was observed (data not shown), indicating that there are other differences 

between the S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM1 and UBM2 that allow for ubiquitin-binding activity, 

and reiterating the specificity of these interactions, even in vitro. 
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Table 6: Wild-type and mutant UBM2-ubiquitin binding constants  

UBM2 Ubiquitin Kd 
   

WT WT 15 µM 
   

I683A WT 78 µM 
D684A WT NDB 
D684T WT NDB 
V687A WT 94 µM 
F688A WT NDB 
L691A WT 110 µM 
P692A WT 167 µM 

L691A/P692A WT NDB 
V695A WT 295 µM 
L699A WT 186 µM 

   
WT L8A NDB 
WT I44A 83 µM 
WT T66A 22 µM 
WT T66S 25 µM 
WT H68A 62 µM 
WT V70A 167 µM 

NDB: no detectable binding 
 

4.3.5 Functional Significance of UBM-Ubiquitin Binding 

4.3.5.1 UBM-Ubiquitin Interaction Mediates Foci Accumulation  

 Pol ι contains two functional UBMs, and deletion of both UBMs abolishes the 

ability of pol ι to form replication foci after UV damage (43). Observations of 

asynchronized cells revealed that both pol ι and pol η constitutively localize to 

replication forks during unperturbed S phase, and their foci accumulation requires 

functional ubiquitin-binding domains (77). Recently, Sabbioneda and co-workers 

showed that pol η is transiently immobilized in the replication foci and that 

monoubiquitination of PCNA enhances but is not required for its foci formation (75). 
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The ubiquitin-binding domains of Y-family polymerases allow for an increased 

residence time in replication foci, facilitating their interaction with PCNA, especially 

under DNA damage conditions.  

 To evaluate the functional role of the UBMs and establish the connection 

between the ubiquitin-binding property of individual UBMs and pol ι’s ability to 

localize to replication foci, we compared mouse pol ι constructs containing either the 

UBM1 or UBM2 deletion with the wild-type protein for their ability to accumulate in 

replication foci during S phase (Figure 41). No replication foci accumulation was 

observed for cells transfected with pol ι constructs with either a UBM1 or UBM2 

deletion, suggesting that UBM1 and UBM2 are both required for the proper 

accumulation of pol ι in the replication foci. 

 

Figure 41: UBMs are required for pol ι  accumulation in replication foci 

Representative foci formation in MRC5 cells transfected with Flag-tagged 
WT (left), ΔUBM1 (middle) or ΔUBM2 (right) pol ι.  Deletion of either 
UBM of pol ι prevents pol ι accumulation in replication foci.   
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 Human pol ι wild-type and mutant UBM constructs were also tested for their 

ability to accumulate in replication foci. For cells transfected with the wild-type human 

EYFP-pol ι construct, replication foci were observed in 22.9 -/+ 2.3% of cells, which 

corresponds to the average percentage of cells in S phase. In parallel, we examined the 

effect on foci formation for single point mutations in human pol ι UBM2 that negatively 

affect ubiquitin binding (Figure 42). For the D684A mutant, only 11.9 -/+ 1.3% of the 

transfected cells showed foci formation, whereas the percentage was even smaller for the 

V687A mutant (8.0 -/+ 0.5%). The most dramatic effect was observed for the F688A 

mutant (0.2 -/+ 0.3%), which is an essential residue both for the ubiquitin binding and 

the proper folding of UBM2. The direct correlation of the ubiquitin-binding affinities of 

diverse pol ι UBM2 point mutants with their ability to localize to replication foci 

highlights the functional significance of the UBM2-ubiquitin interaction. 
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Figure 42: Foci formation by pol ι  UBM2 mutants  

(Top) Representative foci formation in MRC5 cells transfected with EYFP-
fused WT (left) or F688A (right) pol ι. (Bottom) Percentages of MRC5 
cells with accumulation of UBM2 mutants of human EYFP-pol ι in 
nuclear foci. 

 

 When the UBZ domain of Werner helicase interacting protein 1 (Wrnip1) was 

exchanged with the pol ι UBM1 domain, foci formation of Wrnip1 was abolished (45). 

We constructed a pol ι -UBZ chimera in which the pol η UBZ domain was swapped in 

place of the UBM2 domain in pol ι, and the chimera was assayed for its ability to form 

replication foci. Surprisingly, ~60% of the cells contained pol ι in replication foci, which 

is significantly higher than the percentage of cells in S phase (~20%). These results are 
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very preliminary, so their meaning is unclear and could be due to inadequate cell cycle 

regulation or the inability of the polymerase to dissociate from PCNA. Nevertheless, this 

data further supports the specificity of the UBM2-mediated ubiquitin interaction in TLS 

and reiterates the distinction between the UBZ and UBM domains in mediating TLS. 

4.3.5.2 Role of Rev1 UBM2-Ubiquitin Interaction in Response to DNA Damage  

 In light of the central role of Rev1 in the process of mutagenic replicative 

bypass of damaged DNA, we examined whether the S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM2 residues 

corresponding to the ubiquitin-interacting residues of human pol ι UBM2 are required 

for Rev1-mediated cell survival and mutagenesis. There are numerous types of DNA 

damaging agents, such as UV light and a common laboratory methylating agent methyl 

methanesulfonate (MMS). Methylating agents act primarily on the exocyclic nitrogen or 

oxygen atoms of purines and pyrimidines, although the reaction mechanism (SN1 or SN2) 

determines the proportion of oxygen versus nitrogen modifications (162). These agents 

can be used to induce DNA damage in order to measure the response of the 

polymerases after damage. 

The wild-type or mutant REV1 alleles under the native Rev1 promoter were used 

to complement the DNA damage sensitivity defect of the rev1 Δ strain. Strikingly, point 

mutation of F817A, L821A, I825A and V829A or double mutation of E814A/M818A 

(corresponding to pol ι UBM2 residues V687, L691, V695, L699, and D684/F688, 

respectively) largely inactivated Rev1 function in cell survival after MMS treatment as 

well as after UV irradiation (Figure 43). The most dramatic effect was seen for the 

alanine substitution of L821 (equivalent to pol ι L691) from the “Leu-Pro” signature 

motif. In contrast, mutation of M813A had little effect on the ability of Rev1 to 

complement the DNA damage sensitivity of the rev1Δ strain. Consistent with this 
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observation, the corresponding human pol ι UBM2 mutant I683A has the least effect on 

the UBM2-ubiquitin affinity (Table 6). 

 

 

Figure 43: Ubiquitin-binding mutants in S. cerevisiae Rev1 UBM2 impair 
REV1-mediated survival after DNA damage 

Wild-type or mutant REV1 alleles complementing a rev1 Δ strain. The 
percent survival of REV1 alleles containing UBM2 mutations after MMS 
treatment (0.018%) or UV irradiation (30 J/m2) is shown in purple or blue, 
respectively. 

 

To determine if these UBM2 mutations also impair Rev1 function in mutagenesis, 

we examined S. cerevisiae strains harboring a subset of the Rev1 UBM2 mutants for their 

ability to revert the ade2-1 allele after a low dose of UV irradiation. The survival-

deficient UBM2 mutants E814A/M818A, F817A, L821A and V829A in Rev1 also showed 

reduced rates of UV-induced mutagenesis, whereas the M813A mutation had no effect 

on the mutation frequency when compared to cells expressing the wild-type Rev1 
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(Figure 44). Taken together, these results indicate that the effective UBM2-ubiquitin 

interaction is required for S. cerevisiae Rev1 function in vivo.  

 

 

Figure 44: Reversion frequency of Rev1 UBM2 mutants 

Wild-type or mutant REV1 alleles complementing a rev1 Δ strain. The 
mutagenesis frequency per 10^6 survivors of REV1 alleles containing 
UBM2 mutations after a dose of UV irradiation (15 J/m2) is shown. 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Distinct Ubiquitin Recognition by UBM 

In addition to possessing a previously unobserved protein fold, the UBM also 

binds ubiquitin in a manner distinct from all known ubiquitin-binding domains. Among 

the protein domains that recognize monoubiquitin though helical interactions, the UIM, 

MIU/IUIM and UBZ all employ a single helix to bind the solvent-exposed β-sheet of 

ubiquitin (30-33, 83, 92), with the ubiquitin-binding helix oriented either parallel or anti-

parallel to the central β-strand of ubiquitin. In contrast, the UBM binds ubiquitin 

primarily through two consecutive helices, with helix 1 oriented almost perpendicular to 

the central β-strand of ubiquitin and with helix 2 poised at an angle (Figure 45). 

Although other ubiquitin-binding domains, such as the UBA and CUE domains (34, 86, 

87, 163), also bind ubiquitin through two helices, these ubiquitin-binding helices are 

discontinuous, coming from the first and third helices of the three-helix bundle, and are 

arranged in an “up-up” topology, whereas the UBM utilizes two consecutive helices 

arranged in an “up-down” topology for ubiquitin binding (Figure 45). The GAT domain, 

another ubiquitin-binding domain with a three-helix bundle architecture, also binds 

ubiquitin through its first and second helices (Figure 45) (89, 164). However, these two 

ubiquitin-interacting helices are very long and closer to being parallel. In comparison, 

the UBM helices are noticeably shorter and are positioned within a plane at a large angle 

of ~50-60 degree to each other; these helices, together with the α1-α2 loop containing the 

signature “Leu-Pro” motif, define an expanded interaction surface for ubiquitin 

recognition centered at L8 instead of I44.  
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Figure 45: A distinct mode of ubiquitin recognition by UBM  

(Left) Ubiquitin binding by UIM (yellow, PDB 1Q0W) and IUIM/MIU 
(light blue, PDB 2FID) occurs via a single helix. Ubiquitin binding by 
UBA (pink, PDB 2G3Q) and GAT (light cyan, PDB 1YD8) as 
representative domains containing three-helix bundles is shown in panels 
(center) and (right), respectively. UBM is colored in pale green. Ubiquitin 
orientations are identical to that in Figure 36 or 37. 

 

4.4.2 Role of UBM-Ubiquitin Interaction in DNA Damage Response 

Human and mouse pol ι and REV1 each contain two copies of functional UBMs 

(43, 77). Although S. cerevisiae Rev1 also contains two UBMs, only the UBM2 is a bona 

fide ubiquitin-binding domain and is required for Rev1 function in yeast (77, 148, 165). 

Our study provides the first structural interpretation of the binding specificity of the two 

UBMs in S. cerevisiae Rev1 and their functional discrepancy. Given that one functional 

UBM is sufficient for the activity of S. cerevisiae Rev1 in vivo, it is intriguing to speculate 

why both of the UBMs of mammalian pol ι and REV1 are required for proper function.  

In mouse REV1, deletion of either the UBM1 or UBM2 diminished damage-

induced foci formation, whereas deletion of both UBMs abolished this UV-induced 

effect (77). Neither of these UBM mutants affected foci formation at the basal level (i.e. 

without UV damage), which is mediated by the PCNA-interacting BRCT domain (74, 
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77). These observations suggest that the UBMs and the BRCT domain in REV1 have 

separate functions, with the BRCT domain constitutively recruiting REV1 to replication 

foci, and the UBMs directing REV1 to arrested replication forks in cells that have 

sustained DNA damage, most likely through a single UBM interaction with 

monoubiquitinated PCNA or another ubiquitinated substrate. In this case, a second 

UBM is free to engage yet another ubiquitinated replication factor in translesion 

synthesis.  

The UBMs appear to have a more prominent effect on pol ι function. Our results 

showed that the foci accumulation of pol ι in the S phase of undamaged cells requires 

two functional UBMs. Deletion of either of the two UBMs of pol ι abolishes its 

accumulation at the replication foci. Furthermore, point mutation of a single UBM (such 

as UBM2) that diminishes ubiquitin binding is sufficient to impair pol ι activity in vivo. 

Because there is minimal monoubiquitination of PCNA in undamaged cells, these 

observations again suggest that the UBMs of pol ι are engaged in recognition of other 

translesion factors, most likely in the ubiquitinated form, in the replication foci. 

In this regard, it is worth noting that besides PCNA, translesion polymerases or 

subunits of the polymerase δ can also be ubiquitinated (43, 77, 166). Therefore, the UBMs 

may serve a scaffolding function to recruit ubiquitinated replication factors for the 

synergistic assembly of the multi-component translesion synthesis machinery, a process 

that can be further enhanced by monoubiquitination of PCNA. The absolute 

requirement of functional UBMs for pol ι and Rev1 activity in vivo suggests that the 

UBM-mediated interaction network plays an essential role in translesion synthesis. 

A recent bioinformatics study revealed the presence of a UBM in XPG, an 

endonuclease involved in nucleotide excision repair (69). This intriguing discovery 
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indicates a potential role for the UBM to function outside the regulation of the Y-family 

polymerases, suggesting that the UBM-ubiquitin interaction may be a more general 

regulatory module in other DNA repair and cellular pathways. 

4.4.3 Modulating UBM-Ubiquitin Interaction for Cancer Therapy 

Although the biochemical properties of pol ι and Rev1 have been studied in 

detail, novel in vivo functions of these enzymes are only now being unveiled. For 

example, pol ι has recently been implicated in UV-induced mutagenesis in Burkitt’s 

lymphoma (167). Likewise, emerging pathways regulating Rev1 activity involve genes 

implicated in the chromosome instability syndrome Fanconi anemia (168, 169). The 

recent discovery that inhibition of REV1 greatly reduced the number of carcinogen-

induced lung tumors in mice highlights the role of translesion synthesis in cancer 

development and the therapeutic potential associated with it (170). Moreover, in human 

ovarian carcinoma cells, alteration of the levels of REV1 modulates the cytotoxicity and 

mutagenesis of the chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin, pointing to a connection between 

REV1 and the development of chemoresistance in vivo (171, 172). Given the unique 

structural fold and the distinct ubiquitin-binding mode of the UBM and its essential role 

for maintaining pol ι and Rev1 function in vivo, targeting the UBM-mediated assembly 

of the damage-tolerance replication machinery may provide an effective approach for 

cancer treatment or prevention. 
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5. Future Directions and Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 
The roles of ubiquitin-binding domains in numerous cellular processes are vast. 

There is a wide range of UBD-ubiquitin affinities (1-500 µM), but all are generally low-

affinity interactions. With the high concentration of ubiquitin present in the cell and its 

ability to bind numerous ubiquitin receptors, these interactions must be highly specific. 

As shown in this work and others, the UBD structures and their associations with 

ubiquitin are unique, even though many UBDs bind to the same face of ubiquitin. Often 

there are multiple UBDs within a protein (such as in pol ι, pol κ, and Rev1) or UBDs 

working in conjunction with other domains (for example, UBZ/UBM and PIP boxes). 

This clustering of highly specific, but low-affinity interactions creates a fluid, reversible, 

and transient network that contributes to the regulation of many biological processes. 

The monoubiquitination of PCNA allows for an increased affinity of the 

translesion polymerases via the UBZ and UBM domains at the replication fork after 

DNA damage. Because ubiquitination is reversible, the complex protein network built 

around PCNA after DNA damage can then be undone to ensure that the mutagenic TLS 

polymerases are only at the replication fork when necessary. Therefore, the 

ubiquitination of PCNA ultimately acts as a regulatory switch to control translesion 

synthesis and minimize the access to the replication fork and the mutagenic activity of 

the polymerases.  

 This dissertation research elucidated the solution structures of the UBZ and UBM 

domains, adding to the diversity of the characterized UBDs and revealing the specificity 

of ubiquitin recognition in translesion synthesis.  The UBZ domain was the first 

ubiquitin-binding domain shown to fold into a classical ββα zinc finger structure. Its C-
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terminal helix is similar in sequence to other single-helix UBDs, but the overall UBZ 

architecture resembles that of the DNA-binding zinc fingers found in transcription 

factors.  

 The yeast UBZ domain is similar to the human UBZ domain in sequence, although 

it is missing one zinc-coordinating cysteine residue. Nevertheless, we show that the 

yeast UBZ domain is a functional ubiquitin-binding domain and required for efficient 

TLS in vivo. Notably, the yeast UBZ domain binds to ubiquitin in a zinc-independent 

manner in contrast to the human UBZ domain, which requires a zinc ion.  

 The UBM2 of pol ι is a novel protein fold that interacts with ubiquitin distinct from 

all other characterized UBDs. Whereas most UBDs bind to the I44-centered hydrophobic 

patch of ubiquitin, the UBM’s association via a unique two-helix fold is centered on L8 

of ubiquitin. The significance of the UBM-ubiquitin interaction was shown through the 

impaired ability of UBM2 mutant forms to accumulate in replication foci in human cells 

and Rev1 UBM2 mutants being defective in survival and mutagenesis after DNA 

damage in yeast. Furthermore, the functional discrepancies between yeast Rev1 UBM1 

and UBM2 were rationalized by our structural work. Whereas both human pol ι UBM1 

and UBM2 bind to ubiquitin, only UBM2 of yeast Rev1 is a functional UBD, 

predominantly due to sequence differences in important ubiquitin-binding UBM 

residues. 

 Altogether this work highlights the conserved architectures and sequences of the 

UBDs in Y-family polymerases between species and throughout evolution for regulating 

DNA repair, underscoring the significance of these interactions. A new role for classical 

zinc fingers (UBZ) and a novel protein fold (UBM) were revealed. Explanations for data 

previously published by other groups on the UBZ and UBM domains were provided 
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through our structural work, reiterating that structure-based mutagenesis is preferable 

to that based on sequence analysis alone. Most importantly, this work presents new 

structural information of two UBDs and the molecular details of their ubiquitin 

recognition necessary for regulating DNA repair. 

5.2 TLS Assembly 
 It is mesmerizing that the single protein ubiquitin can bind such a variety of 

binding partners with the selectivity and specificity to regulate the proper cellular 

pathway at the necessary time. With different UBDs mediating the polymerase-PCNA 

interactions, there must be additional layers of regulation, including additional 

interacting domains, other ubiquitinating and deubiquitinating enzymes, post-

translational modifications, and/or steric effects. Although the UBM and UBZ domains 

are unique structurally and differ in sequence and their interactions with ubiquitin, they 

likely also have distinct functional roles in the context of their full-length proteins.  

 Structural determination of full-length proteins and multimeric complexes remains 

a huge challenge to structural biologists, including those within the ubiquitin field. As 

such, there are no existing structures of any protein conjugated with ubiquitin, other 

than ubiquitin itself in structures of different polyubiquitin chains. Similar to many 

other UBDs, the UBZ and UBM domains fold and bind to ubiquitin independently from 

the larger proteins to which they belong. While this is useful for structure determination, 

the domains are ultimately studied in isolation from their full-length protein and not in 

a cellular environment. Nevertheless, they provide great insight into the molecular 

details of ubiquitin recognition and are a starting point for further work.  

 Other factors often contribute to protein interactions and the accessibility of 

ubiquitin-binding domains in vivo, such as other binding partners, intramolecular or 
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intermolecular interactions, post-translational modifications, and tertiary or quaternary 

structural changes. For example, the Y-family polymerases have been described to bind 

to each other and to additional replication factors. These protein-protein interactions 

have mostly been shown through yeast two-hybrid screens and binding assays, and the 

structural bases for these associations are unknown. Similarly, the role of self-

ubiquitination of the polymerases is being unravelled, and this modification may assist 

in building the protein assembly necessary for effective TLS. Future structural directions 

for the Y-family polymerases are to investigate their interactions with each other and 

additional replication factors and to extend the UBD-ubiquitin interaction to include 

other regulatory domains, such as the UBZ/UBM with the PAD, PIP, BRCT, and NLS 

domains. Furthermore, if these multidomain structures can be solved in complex with 

unmodified and monoubiquitinated PCNA, the structural mechanism for the 

polymerase switch will be better understood. 

 There are other essential questions regarding the assembly of the polymerases 

that remain to be answered and will likely significantly help the understanding of TLS 

regulation. For example, do the polymerases associate together before binding to 

PCNA? What is the timing of the assembly and how do the interactions of the 

polymerases with each other (potentially through or enhanced by UBD-ubiquitin 

interactions) contribute to DNA repair processes? Are the compositions of the 

polymerase complexes lesion- and/or cell cycle-dependent? Because PCNA is a 

homotrimer, do three different polymerases bind simultaneously?  

5.3 Polymerase Ubiquitination and Phosphorylation 
In addition to containing ubiquitin-binding domains, the translesion 

polymerases are monoubiquitinated themselves. Autoubiquitination is a common theme 
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amongst UBD-containing proteins, as many ubiquitin-interacting proteins are able to 

promote their own monoubiquitination (22, 79, 173). The UBZ domain is required for the 

covalent self-ubiquitination of several UBZ domain-containing proteins, including 

Rad18 (174), WRNIP1 (175, 176), and pol η (43), and is likely responsible for the transfer 

of an activated ubiquitin from an E1 or E2 onto these proteins. It will be interesting to 

see what residues of the UBZ domain are necessary for this function, and if these are the 

same as those involved in ubiquitin binding.  

The ubiquitination sites of pol η were recently identified and are located C-

terminal to the UBZ domain at four possible lysine residues within its NLS region (M. 

Bienko et al., submitted). While monoubiquitination of PCNA is required for the 

interaction of pol η and PCNA during TLS, monoubiquitination of pol η inhibits this 

interaction, thus preventing its action in undamaged cells. A pol η-ubiquitin chimera is 

deficient in TLS and impairs the rescue of UV hypersensitivity in pol η-impaired cells 

(M. Bienko et al., submitted). Furthermore, DNA-damaging agents simultaneously 

deplete the fraction of monoubiquitinated pol η, possibly increasing the amount of pol η 

capable of interacting with PCNA. Altogether, it appears that the UBZ domain may 

serve multiple functions: as a receptor in binding to monoubiquitinated PCNA, as an 

internal E3 ligase by transferring a ubiquitin moiety to the polymerase itself, thereby 

acting as an autoinhibitory mechanism, or as a domain to mediate interactions with 

other ubiquitinated substrates (such as the other TLS polymerases or additional 

replication factors). One current model for the monoubiquitin of the polymerases is that 

the ubiquitin-binding domains bind to their own self-monoubiquitin moiety, thereby 

blocking not only the UBD, but also preventing the NLS and PIP regions from being 

exposed to PCNA. The monoubiquitination of pol η potentially induces an 
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intramolecular interaction with the UBZ, thereby preventing this domain from being 

engaged in other interactions and also sterically hiding the PIP and/or NLS domains.  

Additional components and details of these pathways have not yet been 

identified in this model, such as the deubiquitinating enzyme and E2, the structural 

mechanism of the UBDs binding to their monoubiquitinated states, and the 

chronological sequence of these events. Undoubtedly, the ubiquitination of the 

polymerases contributes to their regulation and more information on the timing and role 

of the self-ubiquitination will help towards a better understanding of TLS regulation.  

The UBZ structure presented in Chapter 2 provides a foundation for further 

studies. For example, extending the UBZ domain construct to a UBZ-NLS-PIP-ubiquitin 

fusion could be useful for investigating the role of self-ubiquitination of pol η. NMR 

methods could be used to elucidate how self-ubiquitination of pol η affects the 

conformation and accessibility of the UBZ domain and the polymerase C-terminus.  

Human pol η has also been shown to be phosphorylated at a serine residue 

(S601) just downstream of the UBZ domain, which likely confers yet another level of 

regulation and potential for mediating interactions with other proteins (A. Lehmann, 

personal communication). The phosphorylation depends on ATR, a kinase that is a key 

regulator in checkpoint pathways and in the DNA damage response. Non-

phosphorylatable mutants of pol η are more sensitive to DNA damage. Interestingly, the 

phosphorylation of pol η depends on the UBZ domain, as a D652A UBZ mutant is no 

longer phosphorylated. The relationship between ubiquitination and phosphorylation of 

human pol η has not been identified yet and is likely a critical component for having a 

more complete knowledge of the full TLS regulatory network. Furthermore, the self-

ubiquitination and phosphorylation results have only been reported from pol η, which 
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only contains one UBZ domain; thus, the ubiquitination/phosphorylation investigation 

should be expanded to the other polymerases, which may be even more complex as they 

contain multiple UBDs.  

5.3 Therapeutic Potential 
 The list of UBD classes is continuously expanding, revealing new information in 

terms of ubiquitin-interacting structures, biological function and molecular recognition. 

System biology approaches are expanding our knowledge of the ubiquitin-UBD 

networks in different pathways and their relationships to each other. Ubiquitin-UBD 

interactions will surely impact pharmacological and medical applications, as 

ubiquitination is involved in nearly every cellular pathway and several UBD interactions 

have been linked to human pathologies, including cancer and neurological disorders. 

Therefore, it is intriguing to consider UBDs as putative targets with immense potential 

for therapeutic purposes. 

 Unfortunately the disruption of protein-protein interactions with small molecules 

is difficult. Because most UBDs interact with the canonical hydrophobic surface of 

ubiquitin, targeting the surface of ubiquitin undoubtedly would affect numerous UBD 

interactions and signaling pathways, leading to side effects. Therefore, targeting specific 

UBD-containing proteins rather than ubiquitin may allow for the specific manipulation 

of distinct cellular processes. Ubistatins, which bind to ubiquitin chains and prevent 

their recognition by the proteasome, were the first chemical compounds identified to 

interfere with ubiquitin-UBD interactions (177). Although the clinical use of ubistatins is 

limited, they illustrate that ubiquitin-UBD interactions can be efficiently disrupted by 

small compounds.  

 The UBZ and UBM domains may have potential as therapeutics based on their role 
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in regulating DNA repair. Cancer therapies often employ DNA-damaging agents in 

order to kill cancer cells and halt the cell cycle. However, having functional DNA repair 

mechanisms can also counteract the efficacy of DNA damage-based therapy. DNA 

repair pathways promote the survival of cancer cells, so developing inhibitors of the 

machinery involved in DNA repair is advantageous. Because of the prolific growth rate 

of cancer cells, inhibiting DNA repair pathways could lead to their selective destruction, 

while preserving the healthy cells. 

In addition, DNA repair pathways are also inactivated in some cancer types. 

DNA repair inhibitors have also been shown to be effective as single agents against 

DNA repair-defective tumors. For example, breast and ovarian cancers often lack wild-

type BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes, and are defective in homologous recombination repair 

(178, 179). DNA repair inhibitors inducing additional DNA damage or spontaneous 

DNA lesions would be converted into fatal lesions, selectively killing tumor cells with 

aberrant DNA pathways. More DNA repair inhibitors should be exploited either as 

single agents against tumors with specific defects in DNA repair/DNA damage 

signaling or in combination with other DNA-damaging agents.   

Mutational studies on the UBZ and UBM surfaces indicate that their binding 

depends on a limited number of amino acid residues, and thus could be considered as 

‘hot spots’ for potential drug targets. USP1 and ELG1, which modulate DNA repair 

through the (de)ubiquitination of PCNA and FANCD2 (Fanconi anemia 

complementation group D2 protein), or the phosphorylation sites of the polymerases 

may be additional targets. Altogether, alterations in the ubiquitin and DNA repair 

systems can contribute to cancer and tumor growth. Therefore, taking advantage of the 
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regulation of DNA repair through the ubiquitin system for therapeutic benefits may be 

useful. 

5.4 Conclusions 
The presence of multiple UBDs in pol κ, ι, and Rev1 is strikingly different than 

the single UBZ domain found in pol η. The distribution of UBZ domains and UBMs 

among the Y-family polymerases may be the result of an evolutionarily conserved 

functional difference between the two ubiquitin-binding domains. However, it is 

particularly interesting that pol ι, whose sequence is generally more similar to pol η’s 

than to Rev1’s (48, 180), contains the UBM rather than a UBZ domain. Nevertheless, the 

conservation of UBDs within these polymerases highlights the significance of these 

domains in mediating interactions and in their self-ubiquitination. 

The prominent role of ubiquitin in DNA repair processes is increasingly evident. 

Recent bioinformatic predictions have identified potential UBDs in numerous other 

proteins involved in DNA repair (69). For example, a UBM domain is predicted to be in 

XPG, an endonuclease involved in nucleotide excision repair. In addition to those found 

in pol η, pol κ, WRNIP1, and Rad18, two proteins involved in the double strand break 

response contain UBZ domains (69). The potential roles for the UBZ and UBM domains 

outside of Y-family polymerase regulation add to the significance of ubiquitination in 

mediating many aspects of DNA repair, and underscore the necessity for specificity in 

the ubiquitin-UBD interactions. 

The field of ubiquitin recognition has received a great deal of attention in the last 

two decades. The wide range of ubiquitin-mediated events is fascinating, necessitating 

specificity in the UBD-ubiquitin interactions. Undoubtedly, there are yet to be identified 

UBDs that contribute to DNA repair and other cellular processes. It will be interesting to 
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see how these are similar and different then previously characterized UBDs, including 

the UBZ and UBM domains. Herein, the UBM and UBZ domain structures, their 

associations with ubiquitin, and their functional implications provide insight into the 

specificity of ubiquitin recognition and the significance of protein-protein interactions in 

regulating DNA repair. 
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